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MPD chief charged, suspended
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
MURRAY, Ky. — A Calloway County Grand Jury
returned two indictments Wednesday against Murray
Police Chief John Knight regarding an traffic stop that
occurred this past Friday involving a Murray Police
Department dispatcher.
Knight, 59, was charged with first-degree official
misconduct and second-degree hindering prosecution,
both misdemeanor charges that could carry penalties
of up to 12 months in jail. The grand jury handed
down the indictments Wednesday morning.
According to Commonwealth's Attorney Gale
Cook, the incident in question allegedly occurred
early Friday morning. MPD dispatcher Angela Walker
was pulled over' by an MPD officer, as well as a

Murray State University Public
Safety officer, at Shoney's Inn
following a high-speed chase
that began near Sirloin
Stockade on South 12th Street.
Walker, 35, was allegedly
clocked at speeds in excess of
90 mph during the chase, and
she was allegedly intoxicated at
the time of the incident.
Knight
The indictments against
Knight were sought because
instead of Walker being charged and taken to the
Calloway tounty Jail, she was allegedly taken directly to the Murray Police Department. Knight allegedly
arrived at the department a short time later and drove

Patton approves
telemarketing bill

Walker home.
additional steps at this point," Elias said.
Walker faces charges of speeding, driving under the
Curd said Thursday morning that the city will wait
influence (with aggravators), four counts of wanton on any further action against Knight until after the
endangerment and fleeing and evading. Wanton charges are further investigated.
endangerment and fleeing and evading are both Class
"It's just an embarrassing situation for everybody,"
D felonies, with maximum penalties of one to five Curd said. "Of course, I don't know the facts yet, so I
years of jail time.
don't like to make comments on hearsay."
Murray Mayor Freed Curd said Thursday morning
Cook issued a statement Wednesday evening conthat Knight will remain suspended with pay until the cerning the charges against Knight.
charges against him are resolved. Curd said MPD
"We have supported John Knight in all the good
Assistant Chief Kenneth Claud took over Knight's things he has done while acting as the city of Murray's
duties as of Wednesday afternoon.
chief law enforcement officer," the statement said.
Murray City Administrator Don Elias said "Sometimes good people do bad things. If the chief is
Wednesday evening thai Walker had been suspended inilty of that with whidi lie is charged, his conduct
without pay.
"We don't have enough information to take any •See Page 2

"This will be a boost to the local economy and it
is a great opportunity to showcase Murray and
Murray State University."

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Goy. Paul Patton signed into law Wednesday
a bill meant to shield people from unwanted telephone sales pitches.
With his signature, Patton joined the bandwagon of politicians who
embraced legislation sought by older Kentuckians.
Members of the influential AARP
flocked into the Capitol Rotunda and
applauded after Patton signed the
measure. Politicians from both parties
flanked Patton, including prospective
candidates for governor in 2003.
"A person's home is their castle,"
Patton said."The opportunity to enjoy
your home unmolested, unaggravated
is one of the great American rights and
— privileges we have."
Pafton said unwanted telernarketing calls amount to an intrusion.
"I want to tell you I believe that I've got the absolute right to decide who
uses my phone, and who calls me," he said."And this will give all of us an
opportunity to do that."
The measure will allow pedple to join a strict "zero-call" list maintained
by the attorney general's office.
People on the list are supposed to be left alone by telemarketers, with a
few exceptions/. Solicitors could call past di present customers on the list, or

eneral
sembly
002

III See Page 2

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & Times photo
AND THE CROWDS GO WILD ... Marshall County fans root on their Lady Marshals Wednesday evening during the First
Region Basketball Tournament at Murray State University's Regional Special Events Center. The Marshals defeated the
Mayfield Lady Cardinals by a score of 42-37. For more information, see the Sports section on Pages 8 and 9.

Tournament boosts tourism
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By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Basketball in March. To Kentuckians, they
go together like bacon and eggs, peanut butter and jelly and ... well, U and K.
For folks involved with Murray State, the
Regional Special Events Center and local
tourism, they'd be hard pressed to disagree
— except maybe for the "UK" part.
Currently, the boys and girls KHSAA 1st
Region Basketball Tournaments are being
held at the RSEC, which means more people
from all over the Jacks& Purchase are eating,
shopping and lingering around Murray. John Yates, MSU dean of continuing education, said that last year's regional tournaments drew in 30,000 people for the tournament's total eight nights — Monday through
the following Tuesday.
"We are excited to host all those people,"
added Judy Gargus, director of tourism for
Murray and Calloway County. "This will be a
boost to the local economy and it is a great

opportunity to showcase Murray and Murray
State University."
Restaurants are businesses most likely to
benefit from the additional people in the area,
especially with the increased number of
eatiers in the CAy, such as Applebees, Ryan's,
The Bull Pen and The Big Apple.
RSEC director Shelley Todd said because
of the times of the games, many people will
be searching for places to have dinner. "If
they are not eating here (at the RSEC), they
are eating at a restaurant of some kind," she
said.
Yates said just this past Sunday afternoon,
several teams stayed in town to eat at the
local restaurants.
"Now with all the restaurants and eating
opportunities, it is safe to say the restaurants •
have gotten a boost this week," he said.
The one area that many don't see will be
influenced by the tournaments is local motels.
"There are a few overnight guests, but
many are coming for dinner," Todd said.

Yates said the majority of people who
would be staying overnight are those from far
out of town wanting to see family members
play or-cotieltes looking to scout new players.
Most people involved or coming to watch the
game are close enough to drive home after
the game.
"By far, this generally isn't anything that
will boost motel revenue," he said.
But just hosting the tournaments in RSEC
has increased revenue because the facility has
such a greater capacity.
Murray State has been hosting the tournaments for-the-past 10 years with the RSEC
hosting the past four regional tournaments.
Before that, though, they were held in Racer
Arena which only has the capacity to hold
5,000 people.
"Last year, we had 7,500 at one game,"
Yates said. "Just that one night alone, we
drew in 2,500 more people than we would at
Racer Arena."
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•MPD
was unlawful.
"Leadership is by example. His
officers deserved nothing less than
support and encouragement in
upholding the law; according to the
indictment, they didn't get that."
Since the two charges against
Knight are misdemeanors, they
will be referred to District Court
for prosecution by Calloway
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MSU could sue over
Hopkinsville project
MURRAY, Ky.(AP) — Murray reinforcement was left out or not
State could seek damages from a properly installed.
As a solution, steel beams were
contractor for not meeting a deadto hold the weight the exteinstalled
the
line on a classroom building on
were intended to support.
walls
rior
campus,
le
Hopkinsvil
school's
*MSU President King Alexander The steel will be enclosed inside the
building.
said.
Alexander said the school rtizt
to
was
building
million
$5.2
The
have been completed in time for pursue monetary damages caused by
classes last fall, but "we've had the construction delay. The contract
problems with—the—quality- of 4e-- calls-for damagesof $25Ct-500 a day
work done by some of the contrac- for missing- the construction deadline. That could, be worth up to
tors," Alexander said.
to Murray State.
$150,000
CB&S
contractor,
The
If MSU receives damages from
Construction Co., of West Somerset,
now promises Ate building will be the contractor, the money would be
ready for occupancy by May 6, used for equipment and to finish
more than 300 days after the sched- construction, Alexander said.
"I am reluctant to say too much
uled completion date.
Work was already behind sched- about the possibility of legal action,
ule when cracks in an exterior con- because our concern right now is
crete wall halted construction last getting the building completed," he
August. Alexander said some steel said.
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TELEMARKETING BILL SIGNING ... Gov. Paul Patton is joined by other government officials
6,
as he applauds during a ceremony held to sign a telemarketing bill Wednesday, March
es
from
themselv
shield
2002, at the Capitol in Frankfort, Ky. The bill is designed to let people
0-South
unwanted telemarketing calls. From left in the background are Rep. Tanya Pullin,
0Hoffman,
Charles
Rep.
Shore, Lt. Gov. Steve Henry, Rep. John Adams, D-Hopkinsville,
Green.
g
Georgetown, and House Speaker Jody Richards, 0-Bowlin

•Telemarketing ...
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Knight was not at the station
Wednesday evening, and a call
made to his home residence shortly
after 5 p.m. Wednesday was not
answered.
Knight posted $1,000 cash bond
Wednesday, while Walker posted
$2,500 cash or property bond
Knight is scheduled to appear in
Calloway County District Court
April 3 at 10 a.m., while Walker
will appear in Calloway County
Circuit Court at 9 a.m. March 25.

k 50% Off
50% Off All StocVitamin
& Herbs
Sports Nutrition
Enzymatic Products
Nature's Plus

Diet Products
All Groceries

The penalty would stiffen to a
felony for subsequent violations
within a year, carrying a possible
prison sentence.
Rep. Buddy Buckingham, the
bill's lead sponsor, said it accomplished his goal of protecting people
from being interrupted at home
without causing undue hardships on
businesses that rely on telephone
sales.
The attorney general's office
already maintains a no-call list. That
law is riddled with so many exemptions it's been deemed ineffective.
That no-call list has signed up
133,000 people, Smith said.
The attorney general's office has
been adding at least 1,000 people
daily to the list in recent days as
public attention on the issue grew,
she said.
Chandler hopes to automatically
add the people on the no-call list to

From Front
people who give permission to contact them. Calls to collect debts
would be allowed, as. would calls
from one business to another.
Attorney General Ben Chandler
hopes to have his office ready to
sign up people for the zero-call list
when the law takes effect in midJuly, said his spokeswoman,
Barbara Hadley Smith.
Members of Chandler's staff
were in Missouri on Wednesday —
just two days after the bill's final
passage — to review how that state
has implemented its tough anti-telemarketing law, she said.
The attorney general's office also
would spearhead efforts to punish
telemarketers improperly contacting
people on the zero-call list.
Violators would face fines reaching $5,000 for the first two offenses

the zero-call list when it takes effect,
Smith said.
Buckingham said he expected the
zero-call list to grow substantially,
but the number will still represent a
fraction of the state's population.
To sign up for the zero-call list,
people will call a toll-free number
and register their home numbers. No
other information is needed.
Buckingham said he has gotten
calls from merchants worried that
the bill's restrictions would hurt
their businesses.
Buckingham said businesses will
still be allowed to make sales calls,
but will need to check the zero-call
list before contacting people. That
list will be available for free off the
Internet.
"It's just going to require them to
do a better job with their marketing
planning," said Buckingham, a
Democrat from Murray.
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Astronauts install advanced Hubble camera

KRISTY

HOPPER/ Ledger & Times photo

PROCLAMATION ... Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins (left) and Thomas Rushing,
Murray Mayor Pro Tern are joined by several community members as they sign a proclamation
recognizing April as National Child Abuse Prevention and Awareness Month in addition to proclaiming April 1 as Blue Ribbon Day in Murray and Calloway County in an effort to encourage
all citizens to become active partners in the effort to prevent child abuse.
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CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
-- Spacewalking astronauts gently
installed an advanced camera inside
the Hubble Space Telescope on
Thursday that will allow the observatory to peer even deeper into the universe.
It was the fourth spacewalk in as
many days for space shuttle
Columbia's crew, and the first to
focus on Hubble's vision.
Astronaut James Newman slid the
$76 million Advanced Camera for
Surveys into the telescope on guide
rails. Michael Massimino called out
the clearances for the 875-pound
camera, about the size of a phone
booth but considerably more fragile.
"You've got about a foot to go,"
_Massizaino sold Newman. "Keep
coming, nice and straight. Maybe
bring it down a little bit. Can you
come down a little bit? Looks good.
Two inches to go. One inch."
Within minutes, the camera was
all the way in and latched down
tight.
"You guys just paved the way for
a lot of Ph.D.s in the years to come,"
astronaut Richard Linnehan saki
from inside Columbia's cockpit. The

camera's first pictures are expected
in several weeks, following a thorough checkout.
Before installing the instrument.
Newman and Massimino had to open
up a slot in one of the telescope\
bays by removing an obsolete camera no longer in use.
As he was disconnecting the old
camera, Massimino was surprised
when two small pieces of paper
ended up on his gloved fingers. "To
be honest with you, I don't know
where it came from," he said, stuffing the trash into a bag.
Astronomers expect the thirdgeneration Advanced Camera for
Surveys taimprove Hubble's discovery capability tenfold. It is far superior- to the telescope's current workhorse, the 8-year-old Wide Field and
Planetary Camera.
The advanced camera will enable
Hubble to observe more of deep
space with better-than-ever clarity
and speed.
"With the ACS. Hubble will
detect more faint stars and galaxies
during its first 18 months than have
been detected with all of the previous

Hubble instruments," said Johns
Hopkins University astronomer
wIland Ford, who led the team that
built the camera. "For astronomers,
thou" stars and galaxies in the data
archise are money in the bank"
Ford said the advanced camera
may be able to image planets orbiting other nearby stars. Even better
cameras will be needed, however, to
detect Earthlike planets — if they're
out there.
The advanced camera also may
help determine when galaxies began
to form in the first billion years of the
universe.
The Faint Object Camera being
returned from Hubble is the last of
the original scientific instruments, it
was launched with the telescope...in__ _ _
1990 and, because of Hubble's
flawed mirror, required a corrective
lens. The Advanced Camera for
Surveys will take advantage of
Hubble's revitalized power system.
The telescope received a pair of
stronger solar wings and a more
robust power-control unit earlier this
week

Ky. delegation investigates cooperation in post-embargo Cuba
A---(AP)-- Members OT—LaYne"CoIlig (19g311987)-and is FlAV a Kentu ky delegation making now a member of the Louisvillebusiness contacts for a post-embar- Jefferson County Regional Airport
go Cuba said Tuesday they investi- Authority. The group wrapped up
gated fisheries and organic farming its 10-day trip here on Tuesday.
as possible future areas of coopera"About 70 percent of the rural
tion between their economically economy in Kentucky is in
hard-hit state and this Caribbean decline" because of cuts in tobacco
island.
quotas, said former U.S. Rep.
"When and if the embargo is Scotty Baesler, a Democrat who
lifted, we hope to create new mar- put together the trip with the nonkets and help out our farmers," said profit Center for International
Larry Hayes, who served as chief Policy of Washington.
of staff under former Gov. Martha
The 40-year U.S. embargo

against the Communist-country currently prohibits most American
trade with the island.
James Tidwell, an authority in
aquaculture from Kentucky State
University, talked with Cuban
Fishing Ministry officials about
cooperating on farming shrimp and
spiny lobster in Cuba for export to
Kentucky someday.
Jim Buley, a tobacco farmer,
talked with Agriculture Ministry
officials about how Kentuckians
would like to follow Cuba's moves

Henry not paid for dozens of surgeries
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Lt.
Gov. Steve Henry says an audit
shows he didn't try to cheat the federal government out of money and is,
instead, owed money for surgeries he
performed.
A federal grand jury has been
reviewing bills from Henry's orthopedic surgery practice to reimbursement programs like Medicaid and
Medicare. It is investigating whether
Henry actually performed or supervised surgeries for which he billed
the government.
-Mike Stigler, a certified public
accountant hired by Henry'.4 malpractice insurance company, was
hired to audit 200 of Henry billings
that federal investigators are examining.
Stigler said that over the past six

years, Henry performed dozens of
surgeries without being paid by
Medicaid, Medicare or private insurance companies.
Henry has been the lieutenant
governor since 1995, but practices
medicine part-time. He has refused a
teaching salary from the University
of Louisville and is not compensated
for seeing more than 1,000 patients
per year at Louisville's charity clinic,
where he volunteers three hours each
Monday to serve uninsured homeless
people.
Henry said the underbillings
about $500,000, but his attorney,
Jack Smith, couldn't confirm that
number.
"I have no idea if that's right,"
Smith said Wednesday.
Henry has maintained he's done

nothing wrong. Smith admits there
might have been some billing mistakes.
"If you work a lot in the healthcare area, you know Medicare and
Medicaid billings are a problem with
just about anybody across the industry," Smith said. "It's a confused
Smith said he hasn't reviewed
Stigler's audit.
For now, Smith said the audit
doesn't change the status of the
investigation.
"Nothing has--changed-as-far-asthat's concerned," Smith said.
Henry was cleared of wrongdoing
in October when a state ethics panel
announced the findings of an investigation into Henry's wedding_to former Miss America Heather French.

toward'organic-farming. - - Others in the 11-member delegation were Maurice Galloway,
who works in Kentucky's tourism
and farming businesses, and Holley
Ann Groshek, executive director of
the Kentucky World Trade Center.
Collins, the former governor, had
planned to join the delegation, but
had to cancel at the last minute for
family reasons.
The group hopes to return to
Cuba for more meetings with
Cuban officials this summer.

imprisonment, a $250,000 fine and
supervised release for a period of
five years, according to the attor-

ney's office.
An arraignment is set for March
28 in Paducah.
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We promise our crematory
will always be available for
your inspection. We promise
our cremation services will be
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completed with dignity and
respect. And we promise that
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This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates. However, regardless of rate changes over the years,
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
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charges apply, please call for details

each cremation will be taken
care of individually, by our
professionally-trained staff.
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Funeral Home & Crematory
311 North 4th Street• Murray, KY 42071
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was born and raised in Calloway County
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husband. Tanny

CIRCUIT CLERK • My knowledge of the Clerk's office

is extensive due to my working there for nearly
16 years
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Woman indicted for son's murder
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)
A federal grand jury indicted a 20-yearold woman on a murder charge for
the death of her 3-month-old son.
Misty Ann Munden Smith, of
Fort Campbell, is charged with second-degree murder in the Feb. 26
death of Andrew Gabriel Smith,
according to the U.S. attorney's
office.
Investigators said in an affidavit
that the baby was shaken and its
head apparently struck the top of a
washing machine several times.
There was also evidence the baby
was dropped onto the floor, the affidavit said.
Smith called 911 and paramedics
rushed the baby to Blanchfield
Army Hospital, where it was pronounced dead, the affidavit said.
Smith is the wife of a Fort
Campbell soldier, but not a soldier
herself. said Hancy Jones III.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Haney
Jones Ill. Jones did not know her
husband's name or rank.
Smith was being held at the
Christian County Jail.
If convicted, she could face life
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• I always found my work there enjoyable
and rewarding
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make the Circuit Clerk's office
the friendly, helpful place you
need it to be.
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Sports work
&
War,
Media
pays off big

Guest Columns

A

little hard work does
Pay Off. - 'We've received
numerous compliments
on Monday's Ledger si
Times for our coverage
of Murray State winning the OVC
Tournament and our bonus section
regarding the
First Region
High School
Basketball
Tournament.
I wanted to
take this space
to congratulate
our sports writers -7_e_dit9r____
Scott Nanney
County
and writer Mike
Ohstrom — on
Lines
By Eric Walker their hard work
Ledger & Times and good work.
After watchManaging
ing the Racers
Editor
dispatch,
Tennessee Tech
in the title game Saturday, I left a
note on Scott's computer requesting
a column for Monday's.front page
to go along with a celebratory
photo. Little did I know that he
already had that in mind, along
, with another column for his page
and two additional stories ... all for
Monday.
His stories and photos captured
the feeling and emotion of the
championship game that erased
some negative feelings regarding
MSU basketball that persisted just a
month earlier, and also showed
things from the other locker room,
as well.
Mike had his hands full, too,
Saturday trying to corral 16 coaches
for our section on the regional basketball tournament, going on at
MSU's RSEC. Remember, this is
one man trying to get comments
from people whose main focus isn't
on giving a quote to the local paper,
but rather getting film on who their

opponent will be in a few days.
"But Mikedict-a- solid job of getting the information together, as
well as statistical information on
the 16 teams involved in the regional tournament.
Being a former sports writer
myself, I understand the hard work
and long hours that goes into covering local teams. And I also know
that while we are writing about basketball and football and soccer and
baseball and such, we are also
telling stories about the sons and
daughters of our current civil leaders who may, one day, be our next
civic leaders.
in the
And while compliments
_
newspaperb-usibess are few atid Tar
between, the positive comments
about our sports work are certainly
appreciated.
• ••
Not a big deal, but I've decided
to go with a different column title.
As the editor here and while I was
in Florida, I used -Across the
Editor's Desk" which I got from a
book on the South's state Baptist
newspapers, and which, I assume,
came from the idea that nothing
made it into the paper if it didn't
come across the editor's desk.
But, in truth, that kind of
pigeon-holes me to staying right
here in the office, sitting at my
desk. I don't want to do that.
Instead, I'd like to get out and meet
the people of Murray and Calloway
County.
So I'm extending an invitation to
people who have a unique hobby,
an interesting sideline job, have
been on an interesting trip, or who
have unjque pets or what have you,
let me know. I'd like to do a story
on you, or perhaps it may even
Show up in our Summer "In Our
Backyard" magazine.
Please feel free to call me at
753-1916.
I look forward to hearing from
you.

From %a‘4. Readers

VVillia

Military

By RICHARD J. SANTOS
the press in its quest to shine light on evil hiding their attempts to correct earlier erroneous reports
only resulted in more misinformation.
A recent article by New York Times columnist in shadows. But reasonable Americans also
believe a free press does not have the right to
Journalists in their zeal for ratings points created
Maureen Dowd takes the Pentagon to the wooda false sense of crisis,
shed. She criticizes the military'andits seeming- endanger military men and women in peril protecting America's way of life.
The haste to report election-night projections
ly cozy relationship with Hollywood. At the
Barring uncovered criminal or unconstitution- of winners and losers before polls close is
same time, Dowd, along with a number of teleal vagaries, the press should let the military do
accepted practice today. But premature reports
vision network executives and talking heads,
what it does best without distraction. The press
are sometimes wrong and surely affect the outderides the military for giving the stiff-arm to
has no constitutional free pass to accompany
come of some local races. Promising political
legitimate journalists trying to cover the battleAmerica's fighting men and women to the front
careers may well have been cut short as a result
field war on terrorism.
lines. The military cannot,:did should not, be
of journalistic bragging rights and the quest for
Dowd, Dan Rather and other network news
television ratings.
executives are up in arms over a number of com- hampered in the execution of,its war mission by
a press corps seeking real-time play-by-play picPlaying fast and loose with the political
pleted movies and planned television projects
tures.
careers of would-be public servants is one thing.
blessed by the Department of Defense. Dowd
The press can play a legitimate role in reportRisking the safety or life of soldiers for the sake
cites collaboration between the Pentagon,"Black
ing on military matters and operations. However, of television ratings is another. In this age of
Hawk Dawn" producer Jerry Bruckheimer and
today's media appears to be more interested in
satellite television a number of those additional
Bertram van Munster of "Cops" to make a telefinding fault and being first to break the story.
viewers are sure to be on the enemy's side. It is
vision docu-drama about the war on terrorism
The military appears to mistrust the media, perthe nature of the press to seek as much informaShe also is upset that the military apparently is
haps as a result of perceived mistreatment by the tion as possible. The Pentagon recognizes this.
cooperating with a VH I show called the
In
_ its Principles
_ _ _ _ of Information, DoD pledges _
-f•tilitary-Eharies--Projeet,"- irt which a-number-of- - press.during the Vietnam War.
The media are for the most part limited today
to make available timely and accurate nformasoldiers will become instant television celebrities
to press pools comprising a few selected repretion so that the public. Congress and e news
by training digital cameras on themselves
media may assess and understand the facts about
-I'm outraged about the Hollywood-ization of sentatives. Instead of witnessing front-line battles, reporters and correspondents must rely on
national security and defense strategy. The polithe military." Rather told Dowd."Somebody's
military briefings and press releases to get most
cy requires the military to:
got to question whether it's a good idea to limit
of their information It was not always so.
• Make information fully and readily availindependent reporting on the battlefield and
Prior to the 1950s, the media enjoyed nearly
able, consistent with statutory requirements,
access ofjournalists to U.S military personnel
unfettered access to the military and front lines
unless its release is precluded by national-securiand then conspire with Hollywood"
of the battlefield. The press, in turn, agreed to
ty constraints or valid statutory mandates or
The Pentagon "would rather make troops
embargo time-sensitive stories and exercised
available as props in gung-ho videos than to
exceptions. The Freedom of Information Act
prudence based on the military's judgment of the will be supported in both letter and spirit.
explain how their commanders let Osama bin
sensitivity of certain information.
• Provide free flow of general and military
Laden and al-Qaida leaders escape or targeted
In a 1997 dissertation, David R Davies chron- information without censorship or propaganda to
the wrong villages," Dowd said.
Well, Dowd, Rather and others of their ilk are icled a prime example of press-military coopera- the men and women of the anned forces and
tion during the World War II era. For four
their dependents.
misguided about military and entertainment colmonths, William L. Lawrence of The New York
•Assure that information is not classified or
laboration. And they are wrong regarding unfetTimes wrote articles for the government about
tered access of the press to the front line.
otherwise withheld to protect the government
the invention and deployment of the atom bomb. from criticism or embarrassment.
The military and the entertainment industry
It was not until the bombs had been dropped on
have long-joined hands — not for sinister rea• Withhold information only when disclosure
sons, but-to call together loyal Americans to sup- Nagasaki and Hiroshima that Lawrence's articles • would adversely affect national security, threaten
were released and published in the Times and
port their government's wartime efforts. Prank
the safety or privacy of U.S. government personother publications.
Capra's film collaboration during World War ll
nel or their families, violate the privacy of the
The Times reporter considered the opportunity citizens of the United States or be contrary to
is a prime example. Through World War II, press
censorship was voluntary. It was overseen by the to work in secret for the government to be a high law.
honor for both him and his newspaper, Davies
The Pentagon has a responsibility to protect
Press Division of the Office of Censorship,
wrote.
all Americans, including journalists. Worrying
staffed mostly by furloughed newspapermen.
The difference between the past and present
about journalists who may be tagging along durBack then, when it came to national security,
is the Way the media defines themselves. Many
journalists were "Americans first and journalists
ing combat operations is a distraction that
journalists now consider their citizenship secendangers the lives of American soldiers. It is
second." That's the way it should be today.
The military is commissioned to protect
ondary to their craft. One major network anchor
not worth it. The DoD Principles of Information
is on record as saying he would not attempt to
America's citizens against threats both domestic
are sufficient to safeguard legitimate needs of a
warn American soldiers of an eminent enemy
and foreign. It is a machine trained in the prachungry media
attack if he were on the battlefield with an
tice of war. The press, on the other hand regards
Perhaps Dowd and those supporting her theenemy force. It is this "story-first" mentality that sis should note the words of E Raymond
itself as guardian of the people's right to know.
Both are cradled passionately in freedom's arms. the military mistrusts, and for good cause.
Daniell: a writer for'The New York Times who
Competitive pressure among the media today
covered the Lindbergh kidnapping and
The press jealously guards its prerogative to
could force network news and cable executives
seek the truth regardless where it might lead.
Scottsboro Boys stories in the 1930s. "There is
The military closes ranks to protect its citizen
to splash clandestine digital images of U.S. troop not any story in the world that is good enough to
movements or the existence of some new' bomb
justify risking the life of a single American solsoldiers in time of armed hostilities. The divervia satellite to viewers around the world, tipping
gent philosophies create a conflict pitting a free
dier."
off wartime enemies.
press and its overriding mission to inform the
I agree.
American public against the national-security
• The Bush-Gore presidential race in Florida is
a prime example. Television cable and network
interests of a military going about its constituRichard J. Santos of Maryland is the National
tional duty.
news executives were so eager to be first to
Commander of the 2.8 million member American
Few reasonable Americans would handcuff
declare a winner that some broadcast wrong
Legion, the nation's largest wartime veterans
information. Not only did they get it wrong;
organization

Dear Editor:
At our last membership meeting the Kentucky Magistrates and
Commissioners Association adopted a set of principles that should be
included in any legislation dealing with the cleanup of Kentucky.
The legislation must have a dedicated and reoccurring source of funding, preventing it from becoming an unfunded mandate. Next, it should
include as many groups as possible to ensure fairness and participation of
all involved. It must be reasonable while keeping the goal of cleaning up
Kentucky in focus.
Our legislative committee has taken an in-depth look at the provision of
FIB 174(which is now before the state Senate), and sincerely believes that
the approach it takes will clean up Kentucky, while meeting the principles
of the association.
By MELISSA KILCOYNE
easy task but very rewarding.
Generally, the bill does these things:
Girl Scouts has forever changed my life. It
Girl Scouts is a building process and through
I. The state assumes the responsibility for all orphan landfills, relieving
the counties from an impossible task of cleaning them up.
has taught me good values and what it means to
my years, I have gained self-confidence and
2. The counties have the responsibility to clean all illegal open dumps
give without expectations.
determination These skills, along with others I
and keep them clean. They also have the responsibility to pick up litter
Volunteering to help with events is a large
acquired, helped in reaching my goal- the Gold
from the roads in their county.
part of older Girl Scouting but not the only
Award. It requires a 50 hour service project,
3. It provides funding for education. helping us become more aware of
aspect. Girl Scouts has no age limit- a person
along with the earning of pins'and interest projour environment and the consequences for not taking care of it.
can be a registered Girl Scout forever.
ects. A great deal of time is required to achieve
4. It encourages recycling programs.
Girls in grades kindergarten through twelve
this great honor, but it is all worth it.
•
5. Provides an incentive to enforce current environmental laws.
are considered girls and afterward they are
In
Girl
Scouts
I
have
attended
two
Wider
6. It recrires that governments, industry, businesses and citizens all be a
adults -Older Girl Scouts is when the real fun
Opportunities The first in North Carolina and
part of the solution.
begins:
even
second in Washington, D.C. Both greatly varied
though,
many
drop
out
and
think
7. Funding for these clean up efforts will come from a 34 cent fee per
Girl Scouts isn't fun. In my opinion, dropping
and were an amazing amount of fun.
-cup sold at fast food establishments, a one-half cent fee on all bottles that
out
of
Girl
Scouts,
is
a
The first trip was my first time to fly and I
mistake
and
I
am
very
are under 25 ounces and a $1 per ton tipping fee on solid waste going to a
thankful I stayed involved.
went unaccompanied. Upon"landing, I knew no
landfill in Kentucky. The funding will generate approximately $30 million, which will supThis past summer, I received my Gold Award. one and when I left I had made many new
port the requirements of the legislation.
the highest honor in Girl Scouting. It was not an
friends. The trips taught me independence,
What this bill does not do:
1. It does not require hotels, sit down restaurants or groceries to collect
the fee.
you LOOK WORRI
2. It does not put fees on milk containers, baby food containers or large
ABOUT NEAL14 cARE
bottles, such as 2 liters or quarts.
IN 114E U.S....
3. It does not require the county to expend money from its general fund
if funding from the fees are not enough to complete the tasks.
Ris/Nc, COSTS,
This legislation will clean up Kentucky and reduce the likelihood that
uNEQuAL
future generations will have to deal with environmental hazards as a result
CRucrAL CARE
of our lack of attention.
LAcKING FOR
It is our responsibility and obligation to keep Kentucky clean and
unpolluted. This legislation will do that. If you want Kentucky to become a
TgE POOR,
cleaner state call your legislator ... if not, do nothing.
BotmovE
The time in which our voice can be heard in Frankfort is short. Call
TREATmesiT
your legislator today in support of HB 74: call the LRC message line at 1FoRTRE
800-372-7181 or(502)564-8100 and ask to speak to them direct. Thank
you.
wEALAN.

•

How Girl Scouts changed my life

Richard Tanner, Executive Director
Kentucky Magistrates and Commissioners Association
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which has helped with many aspects of my life. I
am a better person because of these trips and my
•
other Girl Scout experiences.
Girl Scouts is a wide reaching organization
and has changed the lives of girls and adults. It
allows for many new and exciting opportunities
and aides in the developing of socialization
skills.
Girl Scouts is a wonderful organization hand I
would recommend everyone give it a try at some
point in their lives.
Melissa Kilcoyne is an 18 year old who
attends Graves County High School. She is in her
12th year as a Girl Scout.

Got
Something
To Say?
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-753=
1927 or by mail to 1001
Whitnell Ave., Murray,
KY 42071. Letters must
be signed and have a
telephone number!
For questions, call Eric
Walker at 753-1916, ext.
27.
• Letters must be
signed with the writer's
name, address and telephone number so we
may contact you if
there are questions.
Letters should be
approximately between
250-350 words TYPED.
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Shumaker again warns that school may lose programs

Deaths
James H. Bennett
James H. Bennett, 47. South Sixth Street, Murray, died Wednesday,
March 6, 2002, at 11:34 p.m. in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Murray-Calloway Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

William Thomas Murphy
William Thomas Murphy, 71, Maplehurt Lane, Panorama Shores,
Murray, died Wednesday, March 6, 2002, at 8:45 a.m. at Irvin Cobb Resort,
Murray. His death was from an apparent heart attack.
J.H Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Mrs. Sue Alice Gardner McLemore
The funeral for Mrs. Sue Alice Gardner McLemore was today
(Thursday) at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Glenn Funeral Home, Owensboro.
Burial rites will be today (Thursday) at 2:30 p.m. at the Murray City
Cemetery, Murray, with J. K.-Churchill Funeral Home in charge of local
arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Lupus Foundation of
America.
Mrs. McLemore, 66, Owensboro, died Monday, March 4, 2002, at
Owensboro Mercy Health System.
Born in Murray, she was the daughter of Alma Lee Outland Gardner and
the late Jack Gardner.
Survivors include her husband, O.C. (Mac) McLemore, to whom she
had been married for 46 years; one daughter, Mrs. Cindy McLemore
Thompson, Owensboro; one son, Mark McLemore, Prestonsburg; three
grandchildren, Jack Thompson, Owensboro, and Ashley Thompson and
Amanda Thompson, both of Campbellsville; her mother, Mrs. Alma Lee
Gardner, New Albany, Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Jackie Shroat, Frankfort, and
Mrs. Linda Graves, New Albany, Ind.; two brothers, Sam Gardner,
Clarksville, Ind., and Dr, Richard P. Gardner, New Albany, Ind.; an aunt,
Mrs. Nell Outland, Murray; 14 nieces and nephews.

Mrs, Katie Irene Humphrey
The funeral for Mrs. Katie Irene Humphrey was Wednesday at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of Williamson Memorial Funeral Home, 3009 Columbia Ave.,
Franklin. Jim Taylor officiated. Burial was in Williamson Memorial
Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway County
Habitat for Humanity, P.O. Box 1139, Murray, KY 42071.
Mrs. Humphrey,96, formerly of Murray, died Monday, March 4, 2002,
at the residence of her daughter and son-in-law, Gail and Bill Gage,
Franklin, Tenn.
A homemaker, she was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ,
Murray.
Survivors include her husband, Charles Humphrey, to whom she had
been married for 62 years; one daughter, Mrs. Gail Gage and husband, Bill,
Franklin, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Elsie Williams, Nashville, Tenn.; nephews
and nieces, Tom Williams and wife, Emma, Nashville, Sherwin Boggess,
Murray, Leslie Boggess and wife, Rovine, Paducah, Clayton Workman and
wife, Christine, Southgate, Mich., Mrs. Marelle Loafman, Paducah, Mrs.
Doris Hopkins, Lincoln Park, Mich., Mrs. Roxie Burkeen, Nashville, Mrs.
Emma Jean Cooper and husband, Rex, and Mrs. Mary Jo Dortch, all of
Murray, and Mrs. Sue Vinson and husband, Willie, and Mrs. Dorothy.
Workman, all of Hazel.

Mrs. Ovie S. Galloway
The funeral for Mrs. Ovie S. Galloway will be today (Thursday) at 1
p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Gary Hill and John
Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Dan Weatherford, James Weatherford, Mark
Galloway, Gary Galloway, John David Oldham and Don Oldham. Burial
will follow int Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Visitation is now at funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855
Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42001, or Alzheimer's Association, 3703
Taylorsville Rd., Suite 102, Louisville, KY 40220-1330.
Mrs. Galloway, 97, Wingo,_died Sunday, March 3, 2002, at her daughter's home in Wingo.
Her husband, Nolan Galloway, granddaughter, Ann Oldham, greatgranddaughter, Kerrie Weatherford, great-grandson, Ian Horner, four sisters
and three brothers all preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the
late Don Leech and Anna Suthard Leech.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Elaine Weatherford, Wingo, and
Mrs. Dorotha Foggo, Belleville, Neb.; one son, Dwain G. Galloway,
Huntington, Tenn.; nine grandchildren; 16 great-grandchildren; five greatgreat-grandchildren.
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TANNING $20 form Mm.
PERMS $38 g UP
HIGHLIGHTS $25 .1, Up
MEN'S HAIRCUT $8

PEDICURES $15
MANICURES $8
PARAFFIN DIP $5 Extra

Call 753-1682
Southside Shopping Center•Mumq
NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Spanish Speaking Stylist Mailable

Parents settle wrongful death lawsuit
PHOENIX(AP)- A settlement
has brought an end to a wrongful
death lawsuit filed by the parents of
a teen-age boy who died at a boot
camp for troubled youths last summer, according to the parents.
The boot camp near Phoenix
was shut down after Anthony
Haynes, 14, died there July 1 of
complications of dehydration and
near-iftewning: Two counselors
had put him in a bathtub to cool
down after he collapsed in triple-

PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)- The
widow of a Johnson County man
claims in a lawsuit that a construction company was guilty of gross
negligence when it detonated a
blast that buried his pickup truck.
Edna W. Mollett, whose husband James H. Mollett was killed
in the Jan. 15 blasting accident,
filed the suit last week in Pike
Circuit Court. She claims that
London contractor Elmo Greer &
Sons is responsible for her husband's wrongful death.
James H. Monett, 56, of
Staffordsville, was checking on a
gas well alongside the U.S. 119
road construction project near the
community of Canada in Pike
County when the blast was detonated. The Department of Mines
and Minerals cited the construction
firm for safety violations in the
wake of James Mollett's death.

Accidents Happen.

Mark For

lir

MARCUM
Calloway Co. Sheriff
•Serving The Commonwealth
For 27 Years
•Memt•er of F.O.P. Lodge
•KY Chiefs Association
•Police Initructor/KY Justice
Cabinet

*

Are
You
Prepared?
We Sell
• Health (Indiv. & Group)
• Life • Disability
•,Long-term Care
Representing Several Cornpan
for each product
Take the right steps to make
,sure that you and your family
are protected.

The Murray
Insurance Agency
Bel-Air Center

VVe've been chosen by families who have lived
here for generations - folks who have come to

years. You see, unlike
funeral homes owned by faraway corporations,
we have a commitment to this community.
After all, our roots are here.
know and trust us over the

Elect William 'EDI

MARCUM

of Paducah the authorized
distributor for
Murray and Calloway County.

_Welione
OVE R 501 EARS

An American Company
New Better Hearing
Through Professional Care

Murray Service Center
Racer Inn Hwy.641 S., Murray
Open Every Friday 9 a.m. til 12 p.m.
Paducah, Ky. *270-443-4594
Monday-Friday • 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

918 Broadway •

www.murrayledger.com - 11
your Internet source

Murray Elementary School

COILLOWAV CO. SHERIFF
'

Investments Since 18.54

Stock Market
Report
Company

Price

Chg.

10538.51 - 35.78
Don Jones Ind. Aag.
5032 - 0.26
Air Products
AOL Time Warner 26.95 + 0.45
16.12 - 0.12
AT&T
39.40 - 0.10
Bell South
47.31 - 0.48
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb 49.46 - 0.76
58.87 - 0.15
('aterpillar
87.80 - 0.10
(heron Texaco Corp
43.4b.±.9„,32
Daimler Chrysler
72.15 - 0.15
Dean Foods
43.08 - 0.13
Exxon-Mobil
16.74 + 0.39
Ford Motor
41.35 - 0.20
(Xeneral Electric
61.28 + 0.36
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR 48.34 + 0.39
31.40 - 0.25
Goodrich
28.02 + 0.18
Goodyear
10.46 B 10.73 A
HopFed Bank*
106.68 + 0.38
IBM
52.65 - 0.33
Ingersoll Rand
33.45 + 0.49
Intel
22.09 - 0.22
Kroger
637 + 0.14
Lucent Tech
19.03 - 0.17
Mattel
27.71 - 0.35
McDonalds
62.18. 0.49
Merck
63.46- 0.17
Microsoft
21.07 + 1.88
J.C. Penney
4937 - 0.51
Pepsico, Inc
40.06 - 0.48
Pfizer, Inc.
35.51 + 0.28
Schering-Plough
52.41 - 0.14
Sears
47.90 - 0.25
tinion Planters.
22.09 + 0.15
US Bancorp
16.60 + 0.70
UST
61.77 + 0.87
Wal-Mart
8.87 + 0.23
Worldcom Inc.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

311 North 4thStreet • Murray, KY 42071
753-7000

Additional
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Prices as of 9 AM

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
unc - price unchanged

Imes
Funeral Home

Information
Upon Requeci

Why Choose A Family-Owned I urn'

Welfrne

Paid for by William Marcum Campaign Fund

A family-owned funeral home
with deep roots in the community.

Cali for our free brochure,

not immediately return messages
left Wednesday.
The lawsuit didn't ask for a specific amount of money but asked
that an award cover' _medical and
funeral expenses plus compensation for suffering.

WEEKLY SERVICE CENTER

William "Bill"

Available

letween
YPED.

defendants. The camp was operated
by the America's Buffalo Soldiers
Re-enactors Association.
Long, reached at his home
Wednesday, declined to comment
and referred questions to his attorney, David Davis. The lawyer did

Mollett, an employee of Equitable
Production Co., was allowed to
drive his pickup truck across a
blasting site en route to check a
natural gas well. His truck was
crushed under tons of rock and
dirt.

A Department of Mines and
Minerals report said James

753-4751

Kid -n_
Kuri

digit heat.
"Justice is justice, no matter
what form it comes in, but there is
nothing on earth that will bring my
son back and nothing that will ease
the pain," Anthony's father, Gettis
Haynes, said from his home in
Hannibal, Mo.
Haynes would not discuss the
terms of the settlement.
The lawsuit named the boot
camp, its director, Charles F. Long
II, and other staff and counselors as

Widow of man killed in
explosion sues road builder

Call one of our agents today:

Ask about 5 cuts for 4 card

collo-wales
maiume

everything the search commit- from Sundquist's budget plan for next year.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)- University of
tee and everyone involved in Higher education was cut $12 million last year.
Tennessee president designate John Shumaker
In Chattanooga, Shumaker called the
the search process wanted."
warned again Wednesday night that the school
Sundquist then paraphrased Chattanooga c_a_r_rpi us the best example of a metromay lose programs because of the state budget sita quote from Albert Einstein, politan university in the state.
uation.
"It's closely aligned to its community, and its
saying: "In the middle of diffiHe told faculty and students to brace themculty lies opportunity. We agenda is driven largely by the community,"
selves for the possible loss of programs if the state
Shumaker said after a meeting with students, fachave plenty of opportunity."
Legislature doesn't do more to fund higher educaWhile cutting programs ulty, administrators and community members at
tion.
Shumaker and classes might be in UT's UTC."Students here have a wonderful opportuniShumaker, who will be coming from the presifuture, Shumaker said he pre- ty to get a high-quality education and put it to
dency at the University of Louisville, spoke during an open forum at the University Center ferred lobbying state lawmakers and potential work right away."
He said he wants to keep in close contact with
Auditorium in Knoxville. It was his last stop in a donors to make such cuts unnecessary.
campuses without micromanaging adminfive
all
here
making
the
in
university
great
a
have
"We
whirlwind tour of the school's five campuses that
at UT," he said. "A great university is never fin- istrators such as UTC Chancellor Bill Stacy.
began after he was chosen president Tuesday.
"I intend to be the president of all the campusShumaker and.his wife, Lucy, were joined at ished."
in Tennessee, not just one," Shumaker said.
es
and
"optimistic
an
harbors
he
said
Shumaker
wife,
his
the forum by Gov. Don Sundquist and
perhaps naive hope" that the funding dilemma "The role of the administration, it seems to me, is
Martha.
not to rule, is not to interfere and is not to make
"We stole one of the best things that ever hap- will be resolved in the next year or two..
More complicated. It's really to create a clilife
by
presented
budget
no-new-ta'xes
A
bEst
the
of
one
pened to the state of Kentucky, and
things that's ever going to happen to the state of Tennessee House leaders last month would cut mate amid which faculty and students can do the
Tennessee," Sundquist said. "He (Shumaker) is about $93 million in higher education funding work we want them to do together."
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Kindergarten/P1
REGISTRATION
Tonight, March 7, 6-7:30 p.m.
Children must befive years old
on or before October I, 2002.
Please pick up registration packets from MES during school
hours before March 7.
St-ration along with a copy of
Bring the completed packet to repthe child's birth certificate, social security number, immunization record (on a Kentucky immunization certificate) ...and your
child.

Scavenger Hunt for New Students
We'll send children (parents too!) on a scavenger hunt through
the Pt classrooms so that they can meet the teachers and explore
their new school. We want them to look forward to coming to
school in August!

Murray Preschool/Head Start students
should bring the completed packet to registration but do not
need to bring any items with them.
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Parents who are not able to pick up the registration
packet may fill out the information at registration.
Parents who cannot attend registration on March7
are asked to contact the school office at" -5o22.
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Monday, March 11 is
"Celebrate Women 2002"

Students can
be involved
in activities
Students at KY Tech —
Murray/Calloway Area Technology
Center can be involved in youth
leadership activities through clubs
such as the VICA-USA Skills
Olympics, an organization for students enrolled in technical programs.
Students have the opportunity to
compete at the local, regional and
state level in leadership and program
area skills. Over 300 students will
compete in the leadership skills area
at Murray State University, this
month.
Students at the Murray Center's
programs learn by performing skills
in their respective program areas.
Programs are offered in Carpentry,
Auto Technology: Welding, Machine
Photo provided
— Toof-TeehrielogyT-Retail Marketing,- - — LEARNING AND LEADING
Pictured are (l-r) Todd Gossum, Machine Tool Instructor;
Food Technology and Health
Aaron Garland and Quinton Hall, students In Machine Tool Technology.
Sciences.

Shoebox Exhibition now
being held at gallery
Pools of light illuminate small
objects that rest sometimes• in twos
or threes on the podiums throughout
Murray State University's Clara M.
Eagle Gallery as over 70 sculptures
represent the 7th International
Shoebox Exhibition.
What is so unique about this
body of work is that every piece of
art could be individually placed
inside a shoebox.
Loren Schwerd of Charleston,
S.C., has created a miniature form
of a cow by stitching together old
shoes. In "The NRA and the
Decalogue," John Wilson from
Boulder, Colo., has inlaid the
National
Rifle
Association's
emblem, a foreshortened image of
Capitol Hill, and a hand offering a
persuasive stack of $20 bills, all into

an acrylic shrine with a sarcastic
inscription that alludes to Charlton
Heston's role as Moses as well as
his personal link to the NRA.
Exactly how the an is made is
another strength of this exhibition.
Craftsmanship is highly evident,
and the materials used span a broad
range.
Classical media like bronze,
glass, and wooa as well as non-traditional media such as hairpins,
plastic cigarette tips, and barbed
wire have been transformed into art.
Fran Reed of Anchorage, Alaska has
manipulated wolf eel skin, seaweed,.
and cane to construct a vessel called
"Transition Journey."
This exhibition will be up until
March 10.

Big Brothers/Big Sisters
plan bowling fun event
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
Murray/Calloway County will have
an upcoming event on Saturday,
March 9, according to Michelle
Hansen of the BB/BS group.
This will be the fourth annual
Bowl For Kids Sake event at
Corvette Lanes, Murray.
Hansen said "this event is so
much more than a fundraiser for this,
important program in our community: it is also great fun for families,
friends and co-workers. It is a great
opportunity to support a program

which matches our youth with a caring adult volunteer and mentor."
This will be a team event with
each team having five people. the
cost will be $125 for a team or $25
person. Door prizes will be given
away and each team member will
receive a "Bowl for kids Sake 2002
T-Shirt."
For more information or to sign
up for the event call the Big
Brothers/Big Sisters' office at 759BBBS (2227) and speak with
Donna Audus, coordinator.

Families needed as hosts
Pacific Intercultural Exchange is
looking for caring Kentucky families to host girls and boys from
many different countries, such as
Vietnam, Germany and Thailand for
the coming school year. The students will begin arriving
in August to spend the school year
with a caring host family while
attending a local high school.
"There is no such thing as a typical host family! Whether you are a
single parent, retired, have small
children, teens or no children, you
can have a great experience hosting
an international teen." said Karen
Shell. regional coordinator

The students are prescreened,
speak English and are looking forward to learning about the United
States while teaching the host families about their countries. They have
medical insurance and their own
spending money to cover such
things as clothing, school supplies
and entertainment.
Host families 'provide a loving
home, meals and a place to study.
Host families are not paid, but may
be able to claim a $50 per month
charitable contribution on their
income tax.
For more information contact
Shell at 1-800-422-9940.

Happy Anniversary
Eric & Treva Kelleher
Irrirn Matthew., Jordan and /Drew Kelleher
UPSCALE QUALITY NOT UPSCALE PRICES
Private Parties
Ask about our
banquet facilities for private
parties for Mon
Tue. or Wed
Dine in
Or
Carry Out

Cofsenliau5

Open
Thu. Fri. 6 Sat
Lunch 11:00 cm to 2 00 pm
Dinner 4:00 pm to 8 00 pm

Expanded Menu
More Meats
More Casseroles
More Vegetables
More Salads
Free Dinner
Polls

Cafeteria
4r

1.
I

I

L

CCHS Enhancement

Buy 1 Prime Rib Get 2nd 1/2
(Served evenings only)
Offer good thru March 30, 2002

1
I

1,flit one Lotipn per % t-,it
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The "Celebrate Women 2002" in honor of
Women's History Month, sponsored by MSU
Women's Center, will be Monday, March 11, at the
Murray State University Curris Center.
Lana G. Porter, Murray State graduate and president and CEO of Epixtech,inc., will speak about"In
Touch,In nine and In Sync: Women and Leadership
in the Digital Age" at the Italian luncheon buffet.
Music will be by Maggie Gitu and Dr.Stephanie Rea.
Tish Lyle, MSU student, will speak about
Jo's
"Phenomenal Woman."
Also Jeanne Fleming of the Murray Business and
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen Professional Women' will present the annual
"Celebrate Women" scholarship. Multicultural,
Community
Class and Gender Studies Conferences will start at
Editor
8:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. before and after the luncheon.
Registration must be made by 3:30 p.m. on Friday, March 8, by calling the MSU Women's Center at 762-3140 or 762-3016. Persons can pay
on site, but must be registered to attend. Registration forms may be
faxed to 762-3366.

Ward appeared on TV show
Selena Graves Ward appeared on the television show,"Fear Factor," on
Monday,.March 4. She is the daughter of Linda Graves and Lewis Perry and
of the late Mrs. Johnnie Mae Gammons of Murray. Ward lives in Los
Angeles, Calif., with her husband. Curtis.

Mud Dogs plan promotion
Murray Mud Dogs, 12 and Under Travel Baseball Team, will be selling
Krispy Kreme donuts for $5 a dozen on Saturday, March 9. Anyone interested in making a purchase, call Wende Holzschuh, 753-9216, or Rhonda
Burks, 753-5147.

Kid Fit event Friday
KidFit Program for youth between the ages of 7 to 12 will be Friday,
March 8, from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness.
Water and fitness events will be featured. To sign up call 762-1348.

Baseball promotion Saturday
Calloway County High School Baseball Team and Diamond Club will
have a car wash at Hardees on Saturday, March 9.

Kirksey sign-up Saturday
Kirksey Ball Club will -have sign-up day for the summer games on
Saturday. March 9,from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and on Friday, March 8, from 4
to 7 p.m. The cost will be $20 for first child and $10 for each additional
child in a family. For more information call Charles at 489-2989 or Dianna
at 1-270-527-2072.

Registration date tonight
Photo

,vided

CHECK PRESENTATION ... Tiffany Hale (right), vice-president of Alumni and Associates of Calloway County
Schools, presents a check to Mark Dycus, choir director
at CCHS,from the association's 'monthly drawing held to
enhance programs at the school.

Summer Art Workshop
planned at university
The 2002 Summer Art Workshop
_will be held June 9-14 on the
Murray State University campus. To
be eligible for the workshop, students must be at least 14 years of
age.
The camp is designed to help
participants explore different
aspects of visual an in a week-long
summer workshop. Commuter or
residential participants are welcome.
The workshop sessions are
designed to provide challenging and
informative experiences for both
skilled artists and those just getting
started.
A variety of drawing concepts
will be explored. The painting portion will focus on painting as a

Christian Women of Murray will have a prayer coffee on Friday. March
8, at 10. a.m. in the conference room of First United Methodist Church.
Interested persons are asked to note the change from Thursday to Friday.

MS Community Walk planned
For the first time a walk for Multiple Sclerosis is planned for Murray and
Calloway County. It will be Saturday, April 6, at the track at Calloway
County High School. Registration will begin at 9 a.m. and the walk at 10
• a.m. If you would like to help organize the walk or need more information
call Beth Hooks Boggess, 436-5695, Linnie Hooks, 753-4487, or Kim
Phillips, 492-8511.

Active Older Adult Class planned

MMS Council will meet

Shrine events today Murray

able by her
senior class
and is an
active
member in
her youth
group
at
Spring
Creek
Baptist
Church.
The
daughter of
Lee
Terry and
Barbara Lee, she is the granddaughter of Hilda Rowland, Geneva Lee
and the late Thomas Lee.- and of
Clyde and I.avonia Rowland.

THE IRON PLACE

OPEN THIS WEEKEND
Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-5
Sunday 2-4
Monday 9-5

Prayer Coffee Friday

responsive process and will include
aspects of gesture, color, mass and
composition.
An Active Older Adult Class(AGA) will start Monday, March 11, from
When students are not involved
11
a.m.
to noon at the YMCA of Murray and Calloway County at 808
in workshop sessions, extra activiChestnut St., Murray. This is a senior aerobics class designed specifically
ties will be planned and supervised
for older adults. Classes will be each Monday, Wednesday and Friday. A
through the university.
Registrations are now being Senior Weight Training Program is from 9 to 10 a.m. on Tuesdays and
taken and camp space is limited. Thursdays. The class is free to YMCA members, but for non-members a
program pass is 10 visits for $35. For information contact the YMCA.
The workshop fee is $325 for residential campers which includes
tuition, room, board, accident insurMurray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet
ance and all instructional materials.,
The fee for commuters is $230 today, March 7, from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in room 103 of the:school.
•
which includes tuition, accident
insurance and all instructional material.
Shrine Club and Ladies of the Nile will meet today, March 7, at
For a uunp brochure or to regis- the club facility on State Highway 121 North. All members, husband and
ter call 762-3659 or 1-800-669wives are encouraged to attend. A meal will be setied.
7654. ext. 365Q

Publication selects Lee
Stacey Lee, a senior at Calloway
County High School, has been
selected for the second consecutive
year to receive honorary award
recognition for Who's Who Among
American High School Students
and also the National Honor Roll.
Her biography will appear in
both national publications.
As a senior, Lee is president of
CCHS Future Business Leaders of
America chapter, business manager
of the yearbook staff, and a member
of Pep Club, Beta Club and
Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
Lee has maintained a 4.0 grade
point average throughout high
school. She was voted moo depend-

Murray Elementary School Kindergarten/F9 registration will be tonight,
March 7. from 6 to 7:30 p.m. A child that will be entering as a kindergarten/P I student must be five years old on or before Oct. 1, 2002. A scavenger hunt is planned for persons to visit each PI classroom.

Come See Our
Specials This
Month

Lake hwy. 79 N., Hun right at Winger's BBQ and
storage bldp. On Lakenvy firth Paris, TN
We'll be lookingfor you!

Dream Factory to meet

The Dream Factory of Murray will meet today, March 7, at 6 p.m. at the
AmeriHost Inn of Murray. This is a volunteer based non-profit organization
that grants the dreams of seriously ill children. The public is invited. For
information call Debbie at 436-6295 or Melanie at 474-8730.

4-H Council meeting today
Calloway County 4-H Council will meet today, March 7, at 3:30 p.m. in
the-meeting room of Calloway County Extension Service, 310 South 4th
St., Murray. Joe Geurin, president, urges all members and interested persons
to attend.

Youth revival planned
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Youth Revival will be March 7 to 9 with
services at 6:30 p.m. each night. This is for youth in Grades 7 to 12.

WATCH needs aluminum cans
WATCH (work activities training center for the handicapped) at 702
Main St., requests that persons donate their aluminum cans to them by placing them in the cotton wagon in the parking lot any time 24 hours a day.

istk an an am an

CRAWFORD'S int rft,ntrit rn,
CALLOWAY COUNTY
BAR-B-QUE
YOUNG REPUBLICANS
Almo, KY • 753-1934

"Serving The Best BBQ. Ribs.
Pork & Chicken"
HOW Mon & Tues 10 a m -6 p m
Wed - Fri 10 a m -6 30 pm •Closed Sat & Sur

Special orders for pick-up by
appointment on weekends

Call for Friday Night Special

MEETING
will be March 7th at
5 p.m. in the meeting
room of the Calloway
County Public Library.
Pad kit by Calknvay Counh
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Murray State University Symphony Orchestra

Photo provided
JURY DUTY ... Murray Art Guild members Debi Henry, Becky
Rutledge and Jane Combs work on plans for the guild's 13th
Annual Juried Exhibition coming up this month.

Art Guild readies
for juried exhibition
The Murray Art Guild announces its 13th Annual Juried Exhibition
to run from March 17-April 12.
Any artist in Kentucky and the surrounding states may submit work
by hand delivery to the guild at 103 N. Sixth St. Work may be done in
any medium (including 3-D work) and must have been completed in
the past three years.
Entries are due at the guild March 12 and,13 between 10 a.m. and 3
p.m. Entries, accepted or declined, may be picked up following the
close of the exhibition April 16 or 17 between the hours of 10 a.m. and
3 p.m.
The entry fee is $15 for the first entry and $10 for each additional
entry and for Murray Art Guild members. Entry forms are available at
the Murray Art Guild, as well as other area guilds and locations
throughout the community. Entry forms may be obtained by calling
(270) 753-4059, or may be completed when delivering work to the
guild.
Work will be accepted for the exhibition and awards will be given at
the discretion of the juror. The juror for the 13th Annual Juried
ExhibitihiiirDana Heath, director of the Mayfield Art Guild.
The exhibition will open March 17 with a reception and awards
presentation. The reLeptiun is-from--27-4-p,m,: and the-public is invited
to attend.
Awards to be presented include: the Cynthia Peterson Memorial
Award for $300; the Union Planters Bank Award for $200; the Murray
Bank Award for $200: the area Bank Award for $200; the Firstar Bank
Award for $100; the Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank Award for $25:
and the Noama Powell Award for Fiber Arts for $100. Gift certificates
will also be awarded.
The Murray Art Guild is open Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday from
10 a.m.-3 p.m. Everyone is welcome.

Can I use your Home till mine's all better?

MSU orchestra 'springs' on stage
for term's first performance
The Murray State University Symphony
Orchestra will present their first concert of the
Spring term tonight at 8 p.m. in the Lovett
Auditorium on campus.
The orchestra, which recently appeared on
KET for the "Performance at the Governor's
Mansion" will present two standard works of the
orchestral repertoire. Also appearing for the first
time with the orchestra will be the MSU
Saxophone Quartet. The student group is coached
by Professor of Woodwinds, Scott Erickson.

Opening the concert will be the "Petit Quatour orchestra Dennis L. Johnson. - Vaughan Williams
pour Saxophones" by French composer Jean- weaves the instruments in and out in a masterful
Rene Francaix. Members of the quartet include: way."
Jennifer Handel of Marion, Ill., Michael
Closing the concert will be Nicholai RimskyDiPasquale of Madisonville, Jeff Hampton of Korsakov's classic work for orchestra, the
Cadiz and Lindsey Groves, also of Marion, Ill.
"Capriccio espagnol."
The MSU Symphony Orchestra next takes the
"It's a thrilling orchestral showcase." stated
stage with the beautiful "Fantasia on Johnson, "and a big challenge for us. We have
Greensleeves" by Englishman Ralph Vaughan thoroughly enjoyed preparing the work and I
Williams.
believe the audience will appreciate our efforts."
"It's a lovely setting," noted conductor of the
The concert is free.

Congressman announces H.S. art competition
WASHINGTON — U.S. Rep. judged and the winning piece disEd Whitfield (R-Ky.) announced played in the Cannon Tunnel of the
Friday the kick-off of the annual United States Capitol Building. In
Congressional Arts Competition, An addition to the winner, two runnersArtistic Discovery for high school up will be selected to have their artstudents from the First District.
work displayed in Whitfield's
Original artwork created by First Washington, D.C. and Hopkinsville
District high school students will be offices.

ill meet

A child needs you
HOLSTON FAMILY SERVICES
A am.,of Holm, t Imed MethiH,,t• -

CORONER
Sincerely dedicated
to the people of
MurraylCalloway County.

'Kentucky's
Affordable
Prepaid
Tuition

Pad For By
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Graduation Day:June 6, 2014
Tuition: Already Paid fat today's rates!)

OFF
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Lowest RA one
Our
rale Price! WI
Expires 3-31-02
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Special orders- and Trade-ins excluded. See store for details.
Coupons may not be combined with any other special offer.

Snapper, John Deere, Roper, Lawn Chief & Troy Bilt
Through March 15, 2002

KAPT locks in tomorrow's tuition at today's rates!
Contact State Treasurer Jonathan Miller
1-888-919-KAPT • www.getKAPT.com
Spring Enrollment Period Now Through April 15, 2002

HWY.641 N.
MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

20%OFF
ALL FERTILIZERS & MULCH

Free Seminar on Pruning
Disease, Insect & Weed Control

Saturday, March 9 at 10 a.m.

101
,
OFF

Candidate

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:

rch 7, at
and and

. at the
nization
ted. For

participate
in
the
First
Congressional
District
Art
Competition should inquire with
their art teachers. Parents, students
or art teachers who require information about the competition should
contact Whitfield's Hopkinsville
office at 800-328-5629.
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Please be a Foster Parent
You CAN make a difference in the life
of a child. Foster Parent training
sessions begin in. March. For more
information on becoming a
, Foster-parent, please call
Holston Family Services
877-998-KIDS(5437)

"I truly enjoy the wonderful artwork of the talented high school students displayed in the Cannon
Tunnel," said Whitfield. "It is
important that we show the rest of
the country the outstanding artwork
of Kentucky's First District."
High school students wishing to

Open Mon.-Sat. 9-4

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

( Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
753-2571

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5.00
Sat. 7:30-3:00

Chestnut St.
Murray
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Men's

Racers have time on their side
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
With no firm destination or opponent
yet. the Murray State Racers are going
back to 'the basics with a full week left
before NCAA Tournament play begins.
"The approach we're taking is the same
approach we took when we went into
our slump," said Racer assistant coach Chris
Woolard, who is conductingpractices along
with fellow assistant Jim Hatfield while
head coach Tevester Anderson is on the
road recruiting.
"What we're trying to work on right
now is the basics — all of the little
things that win games ... We have taken
different approaches in the past, but this
is what we feel like is best for this team."
The Racers are currently faced with a
situation that many mid-major programs
ci through every year at this time —

Smith
ready to
lead UK
in SEC
By STEVE BAILEY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — As
poorly as his team played at times
this season, -Kentucky coach Tubby
Smith said Wednesday that he
believes the 12th-ranked Wildcats
are ready to make a postseason
run.
That journey begins Friday as
Kentucky takes on the Mississippi-South Carolina winner in the
quarterfinals of the Southeastern
Conference tournament in Atlanta.
"We're really excited about finishing the season on an uptick,
even though we
may not have
won every game
we wanted to
win or maybe
not played as
well as we'd
like,"
Smith
said.
"But we seem
to be respondSmith
ing the right way
at the right time, so I'm very
pleased with where we are at this
time."
Smith has every reason to be
confident as the SEC Tournament
has been little more than the UK
Invitational over the past decade.
Since the league split in 1992,
Kentucky
winner of 26 of its
last 28 conference tournament
games — has been the top seed
five times, the No. 2 seed six
times and has emerged as champion eight times.
Overall. the Wildcats have won
23 of the 42 conference tournaments played -- .more than all
the other league teams combined
-- and will attempt to win their
100th tournament game when they
take the floor Friday.
Kentucky (20-8. 10-6) won
seven of its last 10 games entering the tournament, one factor the
selection committee takes into
account when seeding teams for
the NCAA tournament.
Of those wins, two came against
a Florida squad ranked in the Top
10 all season until its second
defeat at the hands of UK. The
losses all came on the road — at
then-No. No. 21 Georgia, at Tennessee and at Vanderbilt.
Smith predicted during the preseason that the SEC would be
one of the most talented and balanced conferences in the nation.
With only two of 1-2- teams sporting losing records heading idto
the tournament, he has proven to
be quite a prognosticator.
During the regular season, Kentucky beat Mississippi (20-9, 9-7)
87-64 at Rupp Arena. The Wildcats won a buzzer-beater over South
Carolina (16-13, 6-10) 51-50 in
Columbia but had an easier time
in the rematch, beating the Gamecocks 91-74 in Lexington.
Smith said his team will be in
for a tough challenge no matter
which team wins Thursday's opening round game.
"Mississippi is coming off a
great win against a very good
Alabama team, and that should
be enough concern for anyone,"
he said.

what to do with the extra time between
conference tournament play and the Big
Dance.
"It's a dilemma that we face in the
OVC," Woolard explained. "But you have
to balance what's best for your league.
Do you play your conference tournament
when everybody else does, or do you
play it early and get the (national) exposure."
Obviously, the OVC opts for the latter, which leaves the MSU coaching staff
with some difficult decisions — when to
resume practice and what to do with that
valuable instruction time.
Following Saturday's tournament final
victory over Tennessee Tech, the Racers
received three days off and resumed practices on Wednesday at the Regional Special Events Center.
Murray is currently practicing twice a
day — at 6 a.m. and 3 p.m. - and will

continue that schedule through Friday
"We kind of took the opposite approach
from what we've done in the past by
giving them the three. days off," Woolard
noted.
"We felt like they definitely needed those
three days because they've worked hard
to turn this (season) around and have
made a lot of sacrifices in the process."
If nothing else, the time off provided
the short-handed Racers with some rest
after playing back-to-back games last Friday night and Saturday afternoon.
The seven-man unit is also getting an
assist from injured center Andi Hornig
and guard Chris Shumate, who is receiving a medical redshirt this year after suffering a 'severe stomach virus at the beginning of the season.
Both players — • along with forward
Chiwale Bedeau (knee tendonitis) and academically ineligible players Mark Borders

and Petar Roncevic — are currently working out with the team.
Following Sunday's selection show, the
Ritter coaching staff will begin working
on a game plan for its first-round opponent.
"Not knowing who we play does make
it a little bit difficult because our staff
likes to have as much time as possible
to prepare for an opponent," Woolard
said.
"There's no substitution for preparation and we wish we had that extra week
to lock down on an opponent, but right
now we just have to work on the things
that are important to us — like focusing
on our offensive and defensive techniques.
As the week goes on, we'll insert those
points into 5-on-5 drills."
Another obstacle for the MSU staff is
preparing a young Racer squad that has
virtually no NCAA Tournament experi-

enc ly
Only senior guard Justin Burdine has
been on a Murray squad that has advanced
to the Big Dance.
The 6-1, 180-pounder was a freshman
when the Racers fell to Ohio State in
the 1999 tournament.
However, Burdine didn't see any court
time in that contest.
But Woolard said his experience is
valuable just the same.
"I think it helps even to have a player that's been there like Justin has," Woolard
explained. "And we're also fortunate to
have a staff that's been there before, too.
-The NCAA Tournament is a special
thing, and we want the guys to have fun
while they're there. But at the same time,
we have to focus on the task at hand,
and that's not just going to the- NCAAs,
but to go there and win some games."

First Region Tournament

Lady Marshals,
Fulton City get
past first round
Staff Report
Fkst Region Schedule
Murray Ledger & Times
Today
Marshall County and Fulton
Girls' Quarterfinals
Murray (22-7) vs.
City advanced to the semifinal
Graves County (21-5). 6 p.m.
round of the Girls' First Region
Basketball Tournament WednesLone Oak (17-10) vs.
Carlisle County (15-11), 7:45 p.m.
day at the Regional Special Events
Center, but the Lady Marshals may
Friday
have lost senior guard Kala MorBoys Semifinais
ton for the rest of the season.
Paducah Tilghman (24-5) vs
Calloway County (21-7). 6 pm.
Kristen Reeves scored 14
points and blocked 10 shots and
Marshall County (22-8) vs.
Beth Babb added 13 points as
Graves County (16-13), 7:45 p.m.
Marshall (23-5) closed the 24Saturday
year career of Mayfield head
Boys' Championship
coach Lanny Lancaster on a 42Friday's winners, 7 p.m.
37 decision.
Monday
However, Morton injured her
Girls' Semifinals
right knee in_ the iist qualtet
Marshall Co..vsrultoii riy,- 6 rn
while trying to defend Amy Bell's
Murray/Graves winner vs.
drive to the basket and missed
Lone Oak/Carlisle winner, 7:45 p.m.
the rest of the game, returning
to the Marshall bench with an
ice pack wrapped around her leg. as Fulton forced over 20 Lady
The Lady Cardinals (18-12) Pirate turnovers and converted
were led by Jan Dodson's 15 26-of-42 foul shots.
Heath did not make a basket
points and held a 21-17 lead on
the defending regional champi- in the second quarter in falling
behind 19-15 and went scoreless
ons early in the third quarter.
Down 4Q-37 in the final 35 for nearly five minutes out of
seconds, Mayfield's Erin Bradley halftime as Fulton opened up a
missed two 3-pointers and Ten 31-19 lead.
Jennifer McElya overcame a
Rogers missed a third with seven
seconds left, and Babb's free twisted ankle in the third period to score 15 points as the
throws put the game on ice.
The Lady Cards made just16- Lady Pirates pulled within 45of-51 field goals while Marshall 39 midway through the fourth,
but the Lady Bulldogs hit 9-ofsank 17 of its 41 shots.
The Lady Marshals will face 12 free throws in the final three
Fulton City in Monday's 6 p.m. minutes to preserve the win.
The girls' title game is set
semifinal after the 16-12 Lady
Bulldogs upended Heath (19-10) for Tuesday at 7 p.m., with the
54-42.
victor meeting the 13th Region
Nadia Sensing scored 27 points representative at the Sweet 16 state
and Gabrielle Garland added 15 tournament in Bowling Green.
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Grasping
For Glory
(Top) Heath's Becky Schaberg
tries to keep the ball from
going out of bounds while Fulton City's Gabrielle Garland
looks on in the background
during
Wednesday's first
round of the Girls' First
Region Tournament. The Lady
Bulldogs defeated the Lady
Pirates 54-42. (Right) Mayfield's Jan Dodson (22) drives
downcourt against Marshall
Beth
Babb
in
County's
Wednesday's first contest.
The Lady Marshals edged past
the Lady Cardinals 42-37.
Both Marshall and Fulton City
advanced to next week's
semifinal round.
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Ledger & Times Photos
By Mike Ohstrom

'Breds fall to visiting
Arkansas State 10-2
Staff Riqwrt
Murray
& Times
Junior first baseman Brett
McCutchan launched a two-run
home run in the bottom of the
first inning to give the Murray
State Thoroughbreds an early 2-0
lead, but an eight-run fourth inning
by visiting- Arkansas State helped
the Indians to a 10-2 win Wednesday at Reagan Field.
The 'Breds (2-8) opened the
game with a leadoff single by senior left fielder Billy Moore, but
Moore was thrown out trying to
steal second base. Junior center
fielder Garner Byars drew a walk
and McCutchan popped his second homer of the season-over the
'right-field fence to give MSU a
2-0 lead after an inning.
Freshman starter Craig Kraus
(0-1) threw well for three innings,
but got into a jam in the fourth
when the first five batters of the
inning reached base before the
first out. Two Murray State errrors
in the inning. led to five unearned
runs out of the eight that crossed

Lager

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

BACK TO SAFE-TV.. Murray State's Garner Byars returns to
first base safely on a pick-off throw during the first inning
of Wednesday's game at Reagan Field.
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ble, while freshman pinch-hitter
Geoff Kirksey picked up his first
career hit as a 'Bred.
For Arkansas State, Brock Buckingham went 4-for-4 with two doubles, a home run, three runs scored
and two RBIs. Ryan Corrigan went
3-for-5 with a run and an RBI,
while Blake Denischuk went 2for-4 with a double, two runs and
two RBIs. George Sterner also
went 2-for-4 with a double.
Kraus took the loss in his first
career start, allowing five runs —
hits, strikthree earned — on
ing out one and walking none in
1-3 innings.
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger photo -w"
Junior left-hander Gordon Dugan
WAY TO GO...Murray's Brett came on in the fourth, allowing
McCutchan receives congrat- five runs — two earned — on
ulations after his first-inning six hits, striking out five and walkhome run, which gave the ing none in 3 2:3 innings.
Sophomore Bart Peach pitched
'Breds their only two runs
the eighth inning, allowing no runs
in a 10-2 loss to ASU.
on-one hit. Murray State continues this 12the plate in the fourth for ASU.
Senior designated hitter Andy game shomestand with a doubkMazzier had the big bat for the header on Saturday at noon against
'Breds. going 2-for-4 with a dou- Bowling Green State.
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PICKWICK DAM, Tenn. —
Murray State opened the spring
portion of its 2001-02 in a tie
for eighth place at the 13-team
Tri-State Classic Tuesday at at
Pickwick Landing State Park.
Paced by junior Brandon Henson's two-round score of 151,
the Racers shot a team total of
613 to finish the 36-hole event
even with Lipscomb.
Tennessel. Tech won the meet
with a 591, followed by Morehead State at 595. TennesseeMartin at 604, North Alabama
at 606, Southeast Missouri at
608, Belmont at 609 and Missouri-Kansas City at 611.
Samford (620), Lewis University (621), Saint Louis (623)
and Centenary (628) rounded
out the field.
Henson carded rounds of 77
and 74 to finish in a tie for
16th while senior Matt Stark
tied for 20th place with a 152
(78-74) and senior Alex Sundsten tied for 26th with a 153
(78-75).
Freshman Blake Darnell came
in four strokes back with a 157
(78-79), good enough for a tie
for 39th, while sophomore Kyle
Congdon placed 66th with a
166 (84-82).
MSU will retun to the links
March 16-17 at the Florida Gulf
Coast Grandezza Intercollegiate.

Women's Tennis
ST. LOUIS — Murray State
split its two matches over the

weekend, falling to Ball State
5-2 on Friday before coming
back to beat host Saint Louis
4-2 on Saturday.
Against Saint Louis, the teams
did not play doubles because
the match had already been determined and because of time considerations on the indoor courts.
Sophomore Melissa Spencer
won at No. 1 singles over Vicky
Zielinski 6-4, 6-4, while senior
Maria Monte won at No. 4 singles over Melissa Cutler 7-6,
6-3. Freshman Jennifer Ward
won at No. 5 singles over Kristen Doyle 6-2, 6-0, while junior Annette Steen won at No.
6 singles over Rebecca Stear
6-2, 6-1.
Senior Kerry-Lea Glass fell
at No. 2 singles to Julia Siemewrs
6-3, 6-1, while freshman Jaclyn
L,eeper lost at No. 3 singles to
Amy O'Handler 6-4. 6-3.
Against Ball State, the Cardinals won four of the six singles matches and took two of
the three doubles matches for
the doubles point.
Spencer and Glass teamed at
No. 1 doubles to beat Abbie
Hodge and Melissa Roach 9-8
in the eight-game pro set.
In singles. Ward beat Jill
Wieman 4-6, 6-4 (10-5 in the
super-tiebreaker), while Steen
defeated Kara Sullivan 4-6, 60, 6-4.
The Racers (4-4) open their
Ohio Valley Conference schedule this Saturday when Fasteni
Illinois comes to Murray for a
2 p.m. match.

The Insurance Center
cif Murray
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Matt Luke, an assistant coach
for the Murray State football team,
will be leaving the Racers to
join tht coaching staff at Ole
Miss, according
to MSU head
coach Joe Pannunzio.
Luke. the Racers'
offensive
line coach for the
past two seasons,
will coach tight
ends and tackles
for the Rebels
under head coach
David Cutcliffe.
"It's a very
bittersweet move
because I hate
leaving (Murray
State),"
said
Luke, a 2000
graduate of Ole
Miss. "But it's
always been a
dream of mine
_treturn__tp__ Olt _Miss_ _because
that's where I played and went
to school. It's a great opportunity for me, and one that I could
not pass up."
Luke, 25, was one of the first
assistants hired by Pannunzio
when he was named head coach
in 2000. During his time at MSU.
Luke coached an offensive line
that was instrumental in making
the Racer offense one of the best
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
"Matt is one of the top young

coaches in college football, and
1 knew it was only a matter of
time before he was offered an
opportunity like this one," Pannunzio said. -Our offensive line
has been one of our strengths
last
the
two
years, and Matt
deserves much of
the credit."
A
Gulfport,
native,
Miss.
Luke started 33
games at center
during his playing career at Ole
Miss, including
two bowl appearances. He was a
captain of the
1998 Rebel team
that went 7-5 and
defeated
Texas
Tech 35-18 in the
Independence
Bowl.
As a senior,
Luke was named
the team's most
valuable player and also earned
the
ftie- -Year Award
the Leadership Award and the
Johnny Vaught Award.
Following his playing career,
Luke spent one season as a graduate assistant at Ole Miss coaching centers and guards before
joining Pannunzio's staff.
"I appreciate coach Pannunzio
for giving me the opportunity as
a young coach," Luke said. "I
won't, forget my two years at Murray State."

TCU, play Marquette
CINCINNATI(AP) — If the Louisville Cardinals continue to shoot like this, they won't
have to worry about Marquette's stingy defense.
Reece Gaines scored 30 points, Bryant
Northern had a career-high 25 and Louisville
made 15-of-30 3-pointers Wednesday in a 11086 victory over TCU in the first round of the
Conference USA Tournament.
The Cardinals (18-11) play No. 13 Marquette (24-5) in the quarterfinals today, and it
likely will take another strong offensive effort
if they want to advance.

Marquette has held its opponents below 70
points in 23 of 29 games this season, including a 75-63 win over Louisville on Feb. 16.
When Louisville played Marquette at home
in January, the Golden Eagles confused the
Cardinals with multiple zone defenses while
racing out to a 19-0 lead. Matjuette ended
up winning 75-71.
Louisville coach Rick Pitino doesn't want
his players to be conservative on offense. They
weren't against TCU and it translated into the
Cardinals' first 100-point game this season.

"This time of the year is the players' time,"
Pitino said. "1 have confidence in them. They
know they have the freedom."
Gaines made 11--of-16 shots from the field,
including 4-of-6 3-pointers, and Northern missed
one of his nine shots and was 6-of-7 on 3s.
Northern had plenty of room to shoot
because TCU (16-15) concentrated on limiting
Gaines, who averages 20.5 points per game.
Louisville's high-scoring shooting guard spent
much of the time passing to his point guard.
Gaines wound up with 10 assists.
_ _

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFI"Your more than one company agency"
901 Sycamore

David King

LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL STATISTICS
Murray Lady Tigers (22-7, 2-2)
Player
G
Pts.
Avg.
Paige Adlich
481
28
172
Ashley Tripp
28
335
120
Sherrie Sexton
29
315
10 9
Delanda Olive
259
29
89
Ashley Patterson
28
158
56
Thurman
Lisa
111
29
38
Chelsee Thompson
8
21
26
Rachael Williams
2
2
I0
Breanna Volp
19
20
10
Carley Faughn
18
16
09
Allison Cross
14
11
08
Allysia Hood
15
10
07
Katie Wagoner
12
6
05
Bre Sykes
4
2
05
Dee Martin
12
4
03
Shama Marinotl
t 11
0
00
Devine Anderson
6
0
00
Katie Garland
2
0
00
Cassie Scarborough
1
0
00
Team
29
1,750
60.3
Opponents
29
1,287
44.4

Calloway County
Player
Mitchell McClure
Jimmy Bynum
Jay Boggess
Seth Barrow
Clay Lamb
Terry Adams
Todd Sexton
Logan Walker
Roger Jones
Chase Futrell
Cory Stress
David Crouch
Mark Anderson
Nathan Jones
Jay Wyatt
Team
Opponents

The Calloway County Diamond Club will host the annual CCHS alumni
baseball game Mart* 46- at-11- am,al-Laker Fi9ld
_
Former Laker baseball players who played at Calloway from 1995-2001 are
invited to participate — and receive a free lunch — in the contest as part of
Meet the Lakers Day. The 2002 Calloway varsity and junior-varsity baseball
teams will be introduced at the event.
Season passes and a variety of Laker accessories will be on sale. For
more information or to participate in the alumni game, call 753-5551, 753-2793
or 753-4522..

The Murray State rodeo team grabbed second place in the men's competition and fourth in women's action at its first rodeo of the spring season Feb.
21-23 in Starkville, Miss.
David Boyd moved to third place overall in the Ozark Region's bull-riding
standings by winning the event at Mississippi State, winning the short go and
placing fourth in the long go. Bradley Hobbs was second in both the long go
and the short go of the steer wrestling competition to win the average title
and move into fourth in the regional rankings.
Scott Thomas won the short go in steer wrestling and Josh Arnall won the
long go in bronco riding.
The Murray women were led by Codi Carter's third-place effort in breakaway roping, taking third in the short round and 10th in the long go: Meanwhile, Libby Maddux is now fourth in the Ozark Region in barrel racing after
taking fourth in the short go and 10th in the long go in Starkville.
Murray State will next compete at an intercollegiate rodeo, March 28-30 in
Tifton, Ga.
Photographs, computer disks and other information provided to The Murray
Ledger & Times sports department may be picked up following publication al
the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
For more information, call Mike Ohstrom at 753-1916 ext. 23.

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

2002 Chevy S-10

Stock #GC2010

Stock #C72057

Peppers Disc. &
Rebate

15,155.00
2,833.12

Your
Price

MSRP

2002 Chevy Silverado
MSRP
'20,680.00

Cruise
Control

2002 Oldsmobile Alero Coupe

Lakers (21-7, 4-2)
Pts.
Avg.
28
165
463
28
144
402
28
184
66
28
179
64
28
175
63
28
163
58
28
119
43
24
81
34
16
14
23
10
13
13
7
8
09
6
5
08
7
4
06
24
12
05
2
03
28
1.832
65.4
28
1,534
54.8

SportsBriefs

2002 Chevy Cavalier
MSRP

753-8355

Peppers Disc
Rebate

&

Reg.
Cab

15,923.00
3,925.31

Your
Price

2002 Chevy S-10 Ext. Cab

Stock #GC2127
h-hitter
his first
k Buckwo douscored
an went
in RBI,
went 2uns and
ier also
le.
his first
runs —
ts, striknone in

MSRP

Peppers Disc. &
Rebate

Your
Price

Your
Price

Stock #2086

Automatic
All prices after rebate. All prices are taxes, title
& license additional.

)ii Dugan
allowing
— on
nd walk,.
pitched
no runs

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
WIUIITHIRI

this 12douben against

00
.
520,045

MSRP

18,055.00
3,063.00

Longest Lasting
Most Dependable Trucks

"The Fusion of Design and Technology**

2420 E. Wood St., Paris, TN 38242 • 1-800-325-3229 • 731-642-3900• Hrs.: M-F 8 a.m.-6 p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
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ADJUSTMENTS

I

270

Advertisers ate reque.
sted to check the first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any
error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made
AD DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 11 a.m.
11 a.m.

Tuesday

Fri.

Wednesday

Mon. 3 p.m.

Thursday

Tues 3 pen.

Friday

Wed. 3 p.m.

Saturday

Wed. 3 p.m.

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
400
410

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale

425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

CLASSIFIED Al)RATES
$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
,.41/ 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
VINE Al3S
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2_50 extra for Shopper iTutia Ulaasifieds go into Shopping Guide, SY 50 eatra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call Tammy or Amanda at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001
Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

ticsporsy

irthciczy

060

060

060

Help Wanted

He* Wanted

DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
No experience needed
First year drivers with
Werner earn 5700+ per
week plus great benefits
Training is now available
in your areal Get your career in gear. Call today toll
free' 1-800-242-7364.

Paris, TN 3824
731-644-8472
Equal Opportunity
Employer

Love, Dad & Mom
020

020
Notice

Notice

Unplanned Pregnancy?
Financially secure, loving couple seeks healthy infant to
share our life in sunny Florida. Palm trees and beaches,
playmates and excellent schools awaits baby!

Reasonable Expenses Paid
Semi-open or Open Adoption (You Choose!
Phone Eric at (4071 895-5805
for information about DEAN and ANNA

STEVE VIDMER
Attorney at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
1270) 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Lao
including

BANKRUPTCY
No.Charge for Initial Consultation
Night apd Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AIN ADVERTISEMENT

Coming S@@N!!
Free Ink Seminars
March 21-22-23
Di,trihutorship. o Ill
atlahle in Ow. Area
in the Hor( SA T241111
I he log ht,me indu.n

To Learn More Coosa( t
Peep (P. i -)l88-288-49
or %end riur c

contaOtpege, (a exciie.rom
Jim Barna I,og ti,stems

'CONSIGNING
MOTHERS
March 6-8
Wed.-Fri. 11-7
Sat., Mar. 9
9-2
Half Price Sale
Reminder We Have
Women C tether,
731-642-9937
731-644-1126
Enoch Bldg.
Henry Co.
Fairgrounds

PUBLIC NOTICE
As of Feb. 15.2002

Billy E. Blackburn
is no longer

FOR great homemade biscuits at a down home
price, visit Corner Pocket,
Radio Road, Almo every
morning except Sunday.
.WE also serve pizza and
burgers.

Hwy. 121 !typos,
Murray
270-753-5315
I -MOH-455-5315

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

FAST FOOD G. MGRS.
2 plus years experience
Advance to next level
Call Tina. no fees
1 -800-357-4504
Fax 1-888-482-9729
FULL & Part time positions
available Apply in person
at Subway
GOOD dependable body
man needed. 767-9449 or
435-4797.

PHOTOGRAPHY
1fF LYNN
15 years service
270-753-1001

LOST: Loved & missed.
black Pomeranian, Santana Lost around Redbud
Road Has medical condition which requires
special attention.
Reward offered
Call 759-9362
or 759-0310.

HELP wanted: Dependable waitresses and Dishwashers
at
Cypress
Springs Resort. Call for
appointment. (270)4365496.
IMMEDIATE Accounting
opening in the Murray
area.' 4 to 6 month assignment. Please fax resumes
to (270)444-0389. Qualifications are, Accounting
degree. Accounting experience: General ledger. Account reconciliations. Audit, A/P. A/R. Computer
skills: Solid Excel required,
AS400. Access. Attributes:
Analytical, Team player.
Enthusiastic. Proactive.
Quick learner, Persistent.
-JOIN Our Winning Team!'
(Murray KY Area)
(Part-Time/Seasonal)
Large greenhouse nursery
operation seeks energetic,
self motivated individuals
to Merchandise our produets in large retail outlets
If an outdoor environment.
flexible hours, great pay
with incentives interest
you, fax resume to
(866-451 -0405)
LOCAL business needs
part time office help. Mail
resume to PO Box 1444
Murray. KY 42071

THIS space is reserved
the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home

and supervision of other clerical staff
QUALIFICATIONS: H.S. graduate. Must have
previous supervisory experience, excellent clerical skills and prefer computer experience.
Send resume to Terry Hudspeth. Associate
Director, Four Rivers Behavioral Health. 1526
Lone Oak Road. Paducah, KY 42003-7901.
Open until filled. EOE

RECEPTIONIST

Busy local dealer needs a qualified person to answer phones with some light
office work. Qualifications needed:
• Good phone skills
• Pleasant personality

• Organizational skills

Work hours will be Monday-Friday
-8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Apply in person only

411.

9

ainsto.

stER•PLYMOUTH-000GE•JFEP

1400 N. 12TH MURRAY, KY
753-6448

now.. alp...a.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CERTIFIED X-RAY
TECHNICIAN NEEDED
Certified X-Ray Technician needed for
busy physician's office. Experience necessary. Competitive Salary and Benefit
Package offered. Send or bring resume by:

2

Primary

McDona crs
a.

Help Wanted

Inferesfed in a new job? ,
lake a look al Quizno.s.
You'll see whaf makes our
oven foosfed subs so
populari Want fo find our
more? Giveus a call
- Flexible schedules
Nr a,p4N,Qtqc Nr, Grpasn

Quizno'&
g2 SUBS
lan
ill 0.4

.11,11•1“614.

ma 061166, a

Contact Store Manager
at 270-247-4934

NURSES AIDE
Preferred experience
but will train
someone who would
enjoy working with
the elderly. Pleasant
atmosphere. good
working conditions.
Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Drive
\fumy. KY

TERMITE
TECHNICIAN
Tait IT.

Apply in
person
1604 Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-6433
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LEDGER &TIMES
(270)7534916

NOW hiring Managers for
Western KY restaurants.
We Offer:
•Flexible Hours
•Paid Vacations
•Tuition Aid Program
'Health Insurance
•Many Opportunities
for advancement
Starting up to $400 per week.
Apply in person at any location
or send resume to:
P.O. Box 7809,
Paducah, KY 42002

Articles
For Sale
ABLE to care 2 kids, ages
3 to 5, M-F, 7.30 am-6:30
pm $400 per month Refund $1,000 if your kid
gets sick. 753-6402
MRS Kim's Daycare now
accepting enrollment for
infants through School
age
767-0791
100
&aims
OPPAIMY
FOR Sale: Tropical Sno
Snow cone business in
Murray. Call 753-6042 after 6:00 pm.
KOMEWORKERS
Needed.
$635 weekly processing
mail. Easy, No experience
needed.
Call 1-888-517-2362
Ext. 4605 24hrs.

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS
. DOking for experienced cooks, grill cooks,
., Jind expediters. Also experienced servers
and server assistants.
Please apply in person.
Hwy. 62, Exit 40 off 1-24between the hours of 9-5, Monday-Friday.

IMMEDTATE OMNINC"
Available for part-time.12N, LPN or Certified
Medical Assistant(CMA) for busy physician's
Office. Please bring or send resume by:

Primary
Care
MEDICAL CENTER
ftrni& Pronz•Interred meteor•Rsdiarsts

190 South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

BIRDFEEDERS and houses. Also bat & butterfly
boxes, squirrel feeders,
ed. Very high quality western cedar. 206 E. Poplar,
one block east of 4th &
Poplar. Can't miss the
place!
GERAMLC molds, new
kiln, pouring table, Ed.t
Call 489-2540 for more information
FREE
Dish Network Satellite system, installed free. Top 50
programming for only
$22.99 per month. Call for
more information. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite at
877-455-0901
MACHINE quilting
$31 50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
OVER 5,000 Movies for
sale Some as low as 50
cents each 753-7670

Computers
KELLERS

COMPUTER PLACE.
NEW computers $799 uP
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service.
On 121S.
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m
Mon-Sat.
1 p.m.-5p.m
Sun.
Visa/ Mastercard.
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
140

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives.
We buy 1 or all'
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry.

1997 7810 J.D. MFWD
Tractor, 890 hr. Dual &
weights, all the extras. Call
(270)492-8192
Firewood
UNCUT, Aged firewood
some oak, bring chain
saw, truck & helper 7531319
'

Successful applicant will need to be
able to control labor cost, food cost.
service times and food quality.
Compensation will depend on experience and qualifications. Must be able to
work anytime. Apply in person at Sonic
of Murray, 217 S. 12th St. and ask for
Richard. No phone calls please.

. CERTIFIED LAB
TECHNICIAN NEEDED
Certified Lab Technician needed for _ bus
physician's office. Experience necessary. Must
have knowledge of CL1A iegulations
Competitive Salary and Benefit Package
offered Send or brimn resume by:

Primary
MEDICAL CENTER
Reit Poirtke•IlieriofMarshe•Adlorrice

300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

BUSIN
$400/
121 N.
OFFIC
or lea.
roof. 7
/16.
.
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clean
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dated
$400P.O.
KY 42

11111
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starti
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No "
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1 OR
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$200
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1 Bedroom Trailer, $2000
Cash only, no checks 489
6161.
- 1991 Champion 16x80, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, a8 appliances, plus washer & dryer included Call 753-4603
after 5:00 pm

1993 16x80 3br. 2 bath, 2
porches Must be moved.
BUYER of standing timber. Asking $12,500. 489-2054
Pine & Hardwood Phone 1997 Fleetwood 16x80
Eugene Bustle 731-584- 3br, 2 bath, 2 decks,
1177 or 270-519-1322
washer/ dryer, electric
CASH paid lor
pole. $16,000. 270-354good, used-guns.
9511.
Benson Sporting Goods. 97 Franklin 28x68 & lot
519 S. 12th, Murray.
Call after 5pm or leave
WANTED riding mowers message. 753-2452
that need work 436-2867
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 20 yrs. experience.
150
Licensed & insured in KenArticles
tucky, Tennessee & IlliFor Sale
nois Call Herbert Miller
12 HP lawn tractor $395 Owner. 437-3939.
THREE mobile homes for
435-4043
sale. Two 1411. wide,and
2310 color copier $150,
one 1211. wide. Call 437Toshiba 435-4209
4465 before 8pm.
OVER 5.000 Movies for
TWO mobile homes for
sale Some as low as 50
sale, must be moved Call
cents each 753-7670
489-2372
TILLER, good cond $100
753-2504

FOR Sale 3-Cushion,
sofa, really good condition
435-4310
RECLINERS, bedding.
and furniture on sale'
Carraway Furniture
753-1502

CHECK US
OUT ON
THE WEB!
160
Home Furnishings

BUYING OR
SELLING HOME
FURNISHINGS
WE CAN HELP!
Pickup and
Delivery
'For Small Fee

"It60%

Consignee
will receive

OF

SALt

INTERIOR CONSIGNMENT
SHOWCASE
11

Located

2BR w
age b
No •-t
2BR,
heat
water.
$300.
-7668
Nights.
immem
300

Mobile Homes For Sale1

160
Home Furnishings

RESTAURANT
MANAGER NEEDED

2 Bedr
bile Ho
ces, 1
hardin
countr
$300
no pet-

11_
32(

Want to Buy

FovE STAN

300 South 8th Street, Suite 480W
Murray, KY 42071

Call 753-1916

www.murrayledger.com

BOAT
SPORTSMAN'S
WORKS hiring boat/motor
mechanic. Located at
Sportman's Anchor Resort
& Manna, Hwy 68. Jonathan Creek. Call week
days only between 9'00 to
4:00 for job application
and interview. 270-3547
6569
T&C Lumber Now Accepting Applications for sales
counter help and loaders.
Apply in person 53 N.
Main Benton Ky. across
from Pizza Hut. No Phone
Calls

SAN
CATTLE CO.liFIE
STEAKS - RIBS• SPIRITS
Kuttawa, KY

ftriney Plait,*?VinylMahar•Paarirts

060

BE Your Own Boss and
work your own hours
Sound too good? Just Get
the Facts' Call Me 1-800745-4418

PART-TIME position avai able for a Registered Medical Assistant or LPN Also
interested in hiring a Nurse
Practitioner
To apply,
Send resume, including
references and Medical License number to: Asthma
and Allergy Clinic, _2957
U.S. Hwy 641 North, Murray, KY 42071. You may
also fax to your information to 270-759-1215

TI4

• Adding machine skills
• Light typing skills

MEDICAL CENTER

Just give us a call, well
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger 8. Times.

$1,000 SIGN-ON BONUS
Full-time RN or LPN 7pm7am Competitive salary
based on experience Excellent working conditions
Apply in person at:
Mills Manor
500 Beck Lane, Mayfield,
KY 42066
Mon-Fri. 8-5
247-7890

Kelp Wanted

SERVALL

EDOING

associated with

BRANDON
AUTO WORLD

EAST Y Grocery Now accepting applications for
Full/ Part-time positions_
Please Apply in Person.

150

Help Wanted

NOW Hiring at Break Time
Billiards Apply in Person
759-9303
OTR Drivers 28c per mile
Run 20 days at a time
Call Pat Maloney at 270759-0124
MEDICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONIST
Henry County Medical
Full time help
Center is seeking a Medi- SPORTMAN'S ANCHOR
needed immediately
RESORT & MARINA now
cal Transcriptionist. Must
hiring for the 2002 season
Easy phone work
have one year transcripfollows Store Clerksas
experience.
Prefer
tion
Will
train
sales.
No
full and part time Outside
certified Transcriptionist
Paid weekly. Must
grounds maintenance and
with hospital experience.
have pleasant voice
Excellent benefits and sal- dock help- full time and
ary. Interested candidates possibly part time- must be
and be dependable
in good physical health
should send resume or
Please Call
and able to work some
apply in person.
weekends and /or holi759-5880
Henry County Medical
days- retirees welcome
6
Center P.O. Box 1030,
Call weekdays only, between 9:00 to 4:00 for inOFFICE MANAGER - (Murray/Calloway terviews and job applicaCo. MHIMR Services) Position responsible for
tion- 270-354-6568 Located at Jonathan Creek.
overall clerical and medical record functions,
Hwy 68
including secretarial and administrative tasks,

MARKETING

Happy 16th
Ashley Elizabeth Shropshire

060

280

Tues -Sat 9-4
728 East Broadway • Mayfield KY
in former Youngblood Furniture)
*
(270) 247-3388
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Mobile Moms For so.
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Legal.

D & S Mobile Home Movers
Licensed and Insured

Apar1msots For Rent

y•
ads
2 Bedroom. 2 Bath, Mobile Home. Built in appliances, 11/2 miles west of
hardin on Hwy 80. large
country lot, large deck,
$300 month, plus deposit,
no pets 437-4443

housutterfly
• eders,
y westPoplar,
4th &
.s the
, new
-, Ect
ore in-

life sysTop 50
only
Call for
:easley
ite at
ing
enter
les for
as 50
7670

2BR with nice deck, storage building Almo area
No pets. $250 437-4386
2BR, 1 bath, central gas
heat with appliances. City
water. 3 miles from town.
$300 per month. 753-7668 Days, 753-4919
Nights.

BUSINESS space for rent
$400/month, located on
121 N 759-5448
OFFICE Building for rent
or lease, 4,500 s f under
roof. 753-9562

ty.
RELOCATING to Murray
area April/ May. Mature female looking for quiet, nice
clean neighborhood. 2-3
bedroom, with all appliances. Preferably newer/ updated housing. Price range
$400- $525. Prefer lease
P.O. Box 1040-G, Murray.
KY 42071

Apartments For Rent
MFWD
Dual &
as Call

rewood
chain
-r 753-

$2,000.
ks 4896x80,. 3
appli• r & dry53-4603

bath, 2
moved
:9-2054
16x80
decks,
electric
70-354.8 & lot
.r leave
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•erience.
d in Ken- & llli'rt Miller
•mes for
wide and
all 437Imes for
•ved Call
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EB!
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Nice 2 bedroom, unfur
nrshed apartment, near
shopping center & bank
NO PETS Deposit and
rent $375 Call 753-2967
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1, 2 & 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
University Heights Apts.
1 & 2br rental assisted
apts. These apts are for
families, disabled, handicapped, senior citizens,
wheel chair accessible
759-2282. Mon, Wed &
Thurs. 8-5. 1734 Campbell
Street. Hearing impaired
1-800-648-6056.
only:
Equal Housing Opportuni-

1 Bedroom - Effiency
Washer&Dryer. No Pets,
starting at $200/month
767-9037
I Bedroom, low utilities,
No Pets, $195 a month
753-3949
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1&2 bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts, furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR Apartment. available
Dec. 1st. Close to campus.
No pets. 753-5980.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444.
1BR Apt $225
Small pets okay
Coleman RE
759-4118
furnished
1BR
apt
$225/mo. $100 deposit No
pets 121 N next to Fair,grounds 753-3139
2 Bedroom duplex at 1304
Valley
Wood
Drive
$375/month 759-4406
2BR., 1 1/2 bath, covered
parking, extremely nice
- Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR , edge of town, washer & dryer $335
Coleman RE 759-4118
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath, downstairs apartment, $400 a
month 489-2296
CONDOPLEX 3br 2 bath
Available January 5,2002
$700/mo.
Deposit required
753-0834
EXTRA nice ebr. 1 bath,
appliances furnished with
washer/ dryer. 1 year
lease. No pets. 753-2905
EXTRA nice 2br. 1 5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished, W/D 1yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St..
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $325/ month. Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
NEWLY decorated lbr
Apt Free standing 411
1/2 S 8th St $220 per
month plus $300 security
deposit 474-2520

Bath
2 Bedroom, 1
$300/month plus deposit
753-9826
2 or 3 bedroom; in town;
good location. 753-2795 or
759-8894
3 Bedroom, CHA, with
stove & ref. Ceiling fans.
W&D hookup, no pets,
$430 plus dep and references. 753-1059
3BR, 2 bath, 418S. 9th St.
$475. per month plus security deposit. 474-2520.
RENT-2-OWN
2 - 4 Bedroom houses,
Potential owner financing
753-4109

500 S. 7th St.
Fri., March 8
7 a.m.-12 p.m.
Couch, dresser,
bookshelf, antique
radio, sleeping
bags, end
tables, etc

GARAGE SALE

MOVING
SALE

11 Party
Old Papa John's
Building
1304 Chestnut St.
Friday 3-6 p.m.
Saturday
7 a.m.-1 p.m.
Piano, waterbed,
clothes, toys,
household items,
etc.

2112 Glenwood Dr.
Crosstield Estates
Fri., March 8, 2002
7:30 a.m.-Noon
Furniture, toys, baby
items, children and
adult clothes, lawn
mower and golf
clubs

YARD SALE

rnTYTI
1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
2x2 ad 70 WORD MAX
1 insertion

$13.00
$16.00
$15.00
$24.00

2 insertions
3 insertions

$30.00

Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE.
Monday Edition
Friday 11 am
Tuesday Edition
Friday 11 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

Monday 3 p.m
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Wednesday 3 p.m
Wednesday 3 p.m

For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department

410

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
•Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

mmercial Prop.
For Sale
BUILDING for Sale o
Lease. North 3rd and Wal
nut, 6.500 sq. ft. $53,500.
Days- 753-7668
Nights- 753-4919.

410

Public Sale

Public Sale

-HERITAGE-AUCTION-CAtENDA R
Buffalo Riserlaps
Cm- March 9 - 10 a ni Linskn. Tennessee 1 Mile S. of Hwy. (3 22 lans oit
Bultalii Ricer - I()()ft Water Lot. Count, Bort}, Electricity - Health De..Approsed Common Area on Riser for All Lois
765 Acres in Tract:
Sat.. Marchlb . it) am Hwy.641 South of Paris.'Tennessee i Formerly Plumk,
Fermi 9W4 Open Fenced - Cross Fenced - Lakes ,Auction Barn - Stahl,
Implement Buildings Double Wide Mobile Horne PR IMEREAL ESTATI
ABSOLUTE-83 Acres + in Tracts-ABSVLUTE
I Mile South ot Gleason Tennessee on liws iiio. is
Acres Open with user I RIO Frontage on Flay 190 SeVer:11 Nice Building Site.
Will he Offered in Traci. and .A. A Whole

Thurs.. March 21 - 5.30 p m

Dicke:, I imipig
3 Mites S of Saltillo. Tenn 2 River From Lin,110 Tennessee
Riser. 8 Riser View Lots Restneted • Coy Water - Electricity - .County Roods
.
4QA,CLUalarikla
• -larktielffon Abov'e pioproi. sin FistierVilfe-Lo- Owner Financing

Sat.. March L1- 10a m

2 Steer Cabin wIRiver View
River Front Lot on Tennessee Raser at Chaulk Bluff on Glendale Rirird.
Noun of Savannah

1

•NOTICE MUMMER DATE•

Machine...gnat
Thurs.. March 2$ - 10 am Formerly Hoffman's Forge Products, 5470 Old
Millington Rd. Memphis. Tennessee Presses- Wheclahretors - Lenten • Milling
Machines. Sand Blast Booth - Grinders • Buffers. Office Furniture. and Much.
Much. More Call For Iasi 1041 Buyers Premium
likAUSLIILIEREIJ
March 3$ 10 am Clayton Town Rd. North of Paris. Tennessee
Excellent Building Sites
-ALSO SELLING IN THIS SALEShipfner Hill Eslato - Lake Hill Beach Estates Rd 12 OfT Water Lins. and 9 6
Acre Traci, Good Location
SAL.

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
FOR Sale . AKC Beagle
puppies. $125. female,
$100. male.
Call 435-4061.
GOLDEN Retriever Pups
For Sale. $75 female,
$100 male, Parents on
Property Call 519-5231

FREE PALLETS

•

aithirinnagla

sal_ Anal* -

10 am On Tennessee Riser A Boers Landing, Lid of Bath Spi , r,
Tennessee Health Dept Apprined Electricity • City Water . ReNiri•ted

150 Acres in Tract:
Sal- April 27 On Hwy 69 and Bon's Tinkling Road, ar /Loh sp,,,,,
Tennessee I Mile From Tennessee Riser Electricity - City Water

PRIME REAL ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY, MARCH 16TH • 10 A.M.
734 ACRES*
14 RESTRICTED 1,13TS
PARIS,TENNESSEE.
(5 Miles South of Paris on Hwy. 641)
I Formerly Plumley Farm)
One of the Best Known Cattle Farms in the Area
This Farm Features iis Own Auction Are Approx 46. x 40 with Bleachei
Seating. is a 15' Managers Office. 4 Restrooms. Well. 28 Holding Pen:, and
a Horse Stalls. 30' x 40- Office Building has 3 Offices and Kitchen/Serif
Room In Addition there are
'
Hay Sheds. I 60' x Mr and I 60: x HMV. A 40
,%' Barn with 12. Sliding I
is 4i)'s%'Open Side Implement Barn 30.x4i •
Shop on Slab with Separate
cr 9200'
.
Finish Floor. I - 20.000 his (nil,
Bin. 4 - 4.151) hu Grain Br '
- drum Bins
Farm is Fenced and
ss Fenced Mostly with High Tension Were There so,
s,-,era! Springs on Property and 10 takes -

, . .. 26 . I Bedroom. 2 Bath
HOME has its Own Well

U-haul off Murray
Ledger & Times

753-1916

Aturray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate adsertised herein is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to advertise any preference,
limitation or discrimination based on race. color, religion. sex,
handican:lainiTiarsiiins or national' origin., or intention to rifakeany such preferences, limitations or discrimination
State laws forbid discrimination in the sale, rental or advertising of
real estate based of factors in addition to those protected under federal law
We will not knowingly accept any atherbsing for real estate which
is in violation of the law. All persons are hereby inf.,rr,1 rh it All
dwellings advertised are available on an equal
opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
linrements, contact NAA Counsel Rene P Milam.
6-18-1000.

,
.
MAW Muer
••••••,•••••

The eltale of Mr Arch',

fruit' Turb;till at .174 E 14' Miller Rd Hurel A /

From Murray, KY take Hwy. 641 south just before you get to Hazel
turn
right onto E.W. Miller Rd. f ollow .5 milt: to auction. atch for auction signs.

1000'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
WE NEVER KNOW WHAT WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
IF YOU NEED IT -- IT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE

100 TRACTORS - ALL SIZES
DOZERS - BACKHOES - TRUCKS
IMPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!!
,
THOUSANDS... TO MAYFIELD, KY
BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT ON
Wednesday - Thursday - Or Friday
MARCH 6TH - 7TH - 8TH
STAFF 8 LOADERS WILL BE AVAILABLE
8:00 A.M TO 6:00 P.M. EACH DAY...
UNTIL THE LOT IS FULL...
DON'T MISS THIS HUGE ANNUAL EVENT!
Only Farm Related Items Will Be Accepted!!
Please No Worn Tires, Battered Fuel Tanks
We Only Accept Items That In Ow Discretion Are Saleable
Please Have Patience With Us....Again This
Year.. Road Construction Is In Progress
Near The Entrance Of The Fairgrounds...
It Will Soon Be Better For Future Years!!

.7

41

'Fract 1: This nice 3 bedroom brick home I bath lis mg room w/firepla,,c st
mg room - kitchen with appliances- utility room - attached garage outside si, •
age with nice 12 room tobacco barn. There Is about 1,000 ft. road
frontage.] .
I contains 8.0 ± acres.
Tract 11: 35± acres of farmland - was in corn last year - selling after
the I,
estate sells will be 1.8 acres fire cured base in the 2001 crop year350 lb. bur ,
wa.s the 2001 allotment. Alt of this is selling at Absolute Auction.
Personal Property: Punch bowl & cup set - Cherry drawers & mirror
- 4 dr., .•
er chest - 2 matching lamp tables.
Terms ors tobacco bast will be cash das rut auction.
Transfer of base & pounds should be in March.
Terms on real estate: 155 down day of auction. Balance
in 30 days possession w/dred.
Make your lead base paint inspection before auction
date.

For more information or to see this propert
Phone 767-9223

JAMES
R. CASH
.',E AUCTIONEER

Terry Paschall - Broker or
Dan Miller - Associates & Auctioneer 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Associate 435-4420

AuC770N STARTS AT 11:00 A.M.

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION

I REAL ESTATE BROKER
J
FANCY FARM,KY- 270-623-8466
RC THE SELLING MACHINE- j
RC

Monde liOnle

WaIt1aV. march 1 SIll,2002
At 10:00 A.M. Regardless Of Weather
51111111 DIVS. Inc.. - union City, TN
From The Jct Of Hwy 22 North & Hwy 51 By Pass Near
Ryan's Restaurant, Take The South Bound Hwy 22 East
1 7 Miles (Or 2 Mile East Of The Hospital) To Pleasant
Valley Rd "Across From International Furniture" Proceed
South On Pleasant Valley Road 3 3 Miles To Sale Site'
TRACTORS-SPRA COUPE JD 9400, 2008 Hrs . 710.70R38
Dls,SN P010508 • 2-Case IH 7250 MFWD's.18 4-46R1 Dls,
2136 Hrs, SN069746. 2265 Hrs, SN 069601 • Case 2590 • 2Steiger Panther ST-310's. 10 & 20 Sods • JD 4020 • Super M •
Mel Roe 3440 Spra Coupe,853 Hrs,60' Booms,SN 209911057
CONSTRUCT1ON:Komatsu D65EX-12 Dozer. 1300 Hrs. 75%
(JC, 26" Pads, Semi U Blade, Cab-Heat-Air, Sweeps-Screens,
Brush Rack, SN 62667 • Cat D60 Dozer, 2106 Hrs On Eng.
100% UC, New Trans & Torque Convertor10' Straight Blade
WHyd Tat. Sweeps-Screens. Brush Rack, SN 04X08524 •
Cutter Blade For D6 Dozer • Cat E200B Trackhoe Recent
Rebuilt Eng 30 Reach.1 Yard Bucket.24" Pads, SN 48SG03356
• 2-Reynolds 15C Pans w1Laser Poles. SN 27031 And SN 27032
• 10 Yd Dozer Pan *Push Gate • 2-Laser Control Systems
wiReeetver Eyes • 12' Pull Box Blade • 2-35 Ton 2 Axle Lo Boys
•'86 & 74 R MackTwin Screw Road Tractors • 10 Double Drum
Sheep Foot Roller • Krause 18' Off Set Disc COMBINESHEADS-ETC Case IH 1680 vorRr Ast. 2000 Hrs. Long Screen.
New Style Fan KA, New Style Spreader Kit, Grain Loss Monitor,
SN 0118600 • Case IH 1680 w'Rr Ast. Short Screen. New Style
Fan • 2-Case IH 1020-25' Platforms, One Used 2 Seasons • 2Case IH 1083 - 8 Row 30" Corn Heads • Like New Unverterth
8000 Gr Cart, 800 Bu • Unverterth Brent 470 Gr Cart • Like New
Mayrath Swing Around 10" Hyd Lift 78' Grain Auger • DMC
Trans-Fer 2000 Vacuvator FIELD EQUIP Kinze 2600 Twin Line
16-31 Row Planter, Corn-Bean Meters, No Tills. Fully Monitored
• Great Plains Solid Stand 30 No Till Drill. Seed Shift Monitor, T
Spacing • DMI 37' Double Hyd Fold Grumbler Roller • Sunflower
35' Field Cult w/Fir Harrow • 35-30-29-25-22' Rock Flex Discs
• PTO Ditcher •JD 14x45 Land Leveler
Ditch Bank Cutter •
JD 1418 Curer • JD Frt MI Blade • M&W 1000 Gal Fuel Trailer •
SS Tanks 1000 Gal LP Tank • 2-10,000
300 Gal Fuel Trailer
Bu Gr Bins - Dismantled • 2-8.000 Bu Gr Bins w,Stirators • 212 000 Gal Steel Tanks TRUCKS &TRAILERS:89 Int Eagle Rd
Tractor. 3406 Eng. 15 Spd • -87 Int Rd Tractor. 400 Eng 15 Spd
• 82 Freightliner Rd Tractor, 3406 Eng. 13 Spd. Wet Kit "All
Conventional wTwin Strews" • '85 Freightliner & '79 Int
Transtar ll Cab Over Rd Tractors •'96 CPS 40'Hopper Btm Gr
Trailer • 88 Wilson 42' Hopper Btm Gr Trailer • '78 Hobbs 28.
Alum Frame Dump Trailer • '73 Fruehauf 32' Alum Frameless
Dump Trailer. All Trucks & Trailers w1 Like New 11R24 5 Rubber
• Service Trucks • Fuel Trucks• Bob Trucks • Pickup• Tag Trailers
FERT EQUIP: Twin Screw Tender Truck w,18' SS Tender Bed •
Tyler 2 Axle SS Spdr Buggy • 24'Tyler Under Hopper 24'SS Hyd
Drive Belt Conveyor w/18 Eng • 30' SS 16" Belt Conveyor • 2- 9
Shank Anhydrous Applicators OUTSTANDING LINE OF SHOP TOOLS
For Info Call Ricky G. Smith
At 731-885-0369, Evenings
This Is A Very Large Auction..ONLY A PARTIAL LISTING
SEITIDDEN7 DAY OF SALE.- CURRENT BANK LETTERS A MUST!

JAMES R. CASH

RJC

NE AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466

will he Offered sin Small Ti. .

Farm Will Be Coffered in Tricia and as A Vi hole.
Afro Selling 14 Prone Building Lens in Bellwood Sundts roofs t Adocent to
Farno L.,Jied on Dowdy lane and Hwy 641 Some falutromenl - • Caterpillar
DO Bulldoter. and Some Office Furniture

•PROFESSIONALLY STAFFED a EQUIPPED TO SERVICE •
ALL YOt'R Aurrum NEEDS.
..... .1:.
Toni

Clear!.

,,,L111,11ell

*2837
.1 41423-it z.1
Y 711-926-21 s'

‘00-1110-1372

111 :6
.

•:.- --at•-4,

ITIAGE iiTiki.,
lIC770N . a

---... FL 4455e
615 Pickwick Rd. Savannah, TN 38372

..

www.jamesrcash.com

460

410

Fauns For SaN •

AUCTION Sat - Mar 16, FARM For Sale' 64 Acres
1000- NE Calloway Co. Located in West TN. RollClose to Ken Lake Lodge- ing wooded hills with sevKY Lake- 2 Bedroom
eral home sites. Farm
Home: 3/10- 2:00-4.00 pm. loaded with deer and other
Webturner-auctions com
wildlife Serious Inquires
Turner & Assoc
Only For Information call
1-888-303-8862.
270-753-7600
(270)887-9977, 885-6789
FARM For Sale. 64 Acres
L Turner, Bkr. 439-7786,
Located in West TN RollT Anderson,
ing wooded hills with sevBkr 886-9042.
eral home sites Farm
loaded with deer and othe•
FOR
wildlife Serious Inquires
Real Estate and
Only For Information call
Personal Contents
270-753-7600
Auction
Call
NINE plus acre farm ideal
270-753-5086
for horses. 2 br, 1 bath
Of
city water, natural gas.
270-527-2931
fenced, located approximately 8 miles west of
Murray. 270-767-9223
Real Estate

Acreage
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth"

`You Must Set This Farm*
Inc Mats and Store Information - Call HERITAGE
Arrow.", emento 4ftale ar Nate Tair Pre, mien, e I Purr All Other Adserrneinewi
InPormanon in /tn. 441 n its neer, Se nen e, Rcierreel let hr(OM,I lint II mot (rttantrneed
Ilrott•ISSocirdnottrrntuotel net is-math -___2,os •AUtgabigggiguhuum
-Considering an Auction .- Give l'• A Call -

Ii

At 618 S. 9th St., Murray, KY. Across street from Grace Baptist
Church.

This nice frame house 2 bedroom - I bath - living room - eat-in
7 stove & ref. sells with house - screened in back porch - outside

kitchen
storage
- workshopAgae - metal carport - paved drive -Mr. Hemdon_hasput
In a 2110-7
amp service - central heat & air - new roof and new roof on
garage in 1999-- new storm doors & windows in mid 90's.
Call DS 10 show you this house.
It is ready to move into or would he good rental property.
Terms: 157r down day of auction. Balance in 30 days with passing of deed.
Make your lead base paint inspection before sale day.

Terry Paschall - Broker 767-9223 or
Dan Nliller - Associates & Auctioneer 435-4144
Darrell Beane - Associate 435-4420

GORGEOUS Wooded 1.2
aiiiiI Oalviiciod Terrace
off Oaks Country Club
Road, 230'x183 42'. All
hardwood trees, $18,000
OBO. 759-4712
LOTS for sale. Starting at
S11.000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

6 53 Beautiful areas. 5
miles east of Murray.
$24,950 Term 753-9302
460
Homes For Sale

460
Homes For Sale

AUCTION
NE
\..
-c
('allow as Co.
.
I
.
From Aurora, KY.
take Hwy.94(Murray
Rd.) 3.1 miles to Hwy.
497 turn left go 6/10
mile to Hollyhock Dr.
Follow signs.
2 BEDROOM

,

't
_L

FOR DETAILS &
TERMS CALL '
1-888-303-8862

MR. & MRS.
CARL DEXTER

TURNER &
ASSOCIATES
1161.ESTATE I AUC1,001,
212

Ft. Campbell Blvd
Hopkinsvive
(270)887-9977
(270) 885-6789

KY DIAL FREE
1-888-303-8862
Linda Turner,
Tommy Anderson
270-439-7786
270-886-9042
Broker-Auctioneers
Jay Fiese
466-5976

Auctioneer

FOR Sale 2001 Yamaha
Grizzly 600 excellent condition 68 miles, 2000 KTM
520 motorcycle Call 27075-3-7600
FOR Sale 2001 Yamaha
Grizzly 600 excellent condition 68 miles 2000 KTM
520 motorcycle Call 270753-7600
Sport
11E3 Utility Vehicles

2001 Chevy Suburban, LS
Series. Warranty. 22.xxx
miles, mint cond 1983
Ford 1 ton Econline Van
'Call 492-8575
95 Ford Explorer. Eddie
Bauer White. 115K miles.
Call after 5pm 753-2452 or
leave message
98 Jeep Cherokee Sport
4x4 towing package. CD.
cassette. 4 door. new tires,
excellent condition 68.xxx
mules $10.000 OBO. 7533660
490
Used Cars

460

1984 Buick Riviera. 2nd
owner, dependable transportation Cold air, new
CAPE L.,od 1602 Tabard 3 parts $750 753-4889
1988 BMW535I. Black
bedroom, 2 bath Must
Call for Appt $122,500 w/tan interior. mechanically sound, high miles 753753-0090
4299 or 753-5887
FOR Sale 3 BR. 2 B. Central HVAC, Nothing Down 1993 Dodge Spirit V6
905 Southwood Drive 753- 3 OL, Cold A/C good
cond 92,xxx. S1.500 Call
5561
753-6816 after 4pm

ESTATE CAR
NEW TOYOTA
CAMRY 2001
Fully loaded - only'
2.000 miles.
originally $21.1(X)
when purchased
will take $16.500
firm - no less.
Call 924-3343

Vans
15 Passenger Ford Club
Wagon, front & rear heat
and air Absolutely spotless cond $7,995 (Great
for Church Van!) 435-4632
or 559-8510
2001 Caravan, V6, Keyless, CD, 13k. 515.500.
753-2297
97 Chevy Astro, Exarttent-cond . forest green $6.000
489-2477

Homes For Sale

3 Bedroom house with I
acres 5 miles west of
Kirksey $68.000 Call
489-6233 before 5pm
Nights 339-7695

BEAUTIFUL Executive
condo- 3/2/01 Furnished
or unfurnished. $94,000
might consider lease
$600/month No Pets
753-1150

Used Cars

Motorcycles & ATV's

OPEN HOUSE:
Sunday Mar. 10
2:00 til 4:00 p.m.

WEB:
turner-auctions.com

490

BRICK home, 3 bed90 Toyota Camry. loaded
rooms,
everything, the works, new
2 baths, fireplace, garage. tires, excellent car. $2.350
great lot, nice Muiray----7 3-7151 nights 753-5617
neighborhood 806
95 Saturn. 4 door sedan,
Bagwell Blvd. 753-9305
real good cond., 57k,
NICE 3 bedroom. 2 bath. 5 $3.900. Call 762-0242 or
yrs. old, SW area $120's. call 519-2025
753-8866
97 Dodge Avenger. V6,
WE Buy Houses.
Automatic. 8,kxx miles
We lake over payments. 56.000 753-6988
Aoy price or Condition
98 Ford Escort, 61.626
270-534-4500
miles, $5.500 OBO 767www.CPlhomebuyers corn 0027 or 759-1555
I Buy Cars 752-0160
470

HOME.NICE LOT
- -.
Isl LAKE

TN LIC # 930 • TN FIRM # 2281

Call For Brochure -

Public Sale

SBeeig_illiallifinffe_rillliklk PI:Maki
1(819- Financing - Non Qualifying Owner Financing

$.1.4gril 13 • 10 ann 1.4.1 of Big Sandy, Tennessee. at Danville Crossing. 1 1/
River Front Lots on Tennessee River. 5 Off Water Imo Restricted - licaltf
Dept Approv•ed - Electricity - County Roads, - Slat? Boat Ramp Adjacent,'
Properly Also - illyielp;n11„gu at Point Mason

AKC Boxer Baby's, we are
now.
Bonaficle, ready
Champion bloodline 270489-6133/270-474-8083

AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD KY

( IFAIRmit ,Auc-ricorg

1x2 ad 25_WORD_MAX.

www.murrayledger.com

CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081

SAT. MARCH 9TH, AT 9:00 A.M.

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3Times and SAVE

orage Rentals

, 753-3853

Sat., March 9th •10 a.m.

grii€1011%01r )

Sat., March 9, 2002•1 p.m.

360

All Size Units
Available

( ..".1Ur

CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS

$8.00
Houses For Rent

GARAGE
SALE

Public Sale

111SOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION

JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY
MULTI-PURPOSE
INSIDE SALE
March 8th-9th
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
March 10th
Noon - 5 p.m.
7540 St. Rt. 121 N.
Near Coldwater
Proceeds to
Missionary Trip
Donations Accepted
Will raffle 2 new rag
rugs

'10

Pub.

THE EVENT OF THE YEAR!
-rtem MIMPRILJIMIL IGHIMMPIllreta
SA
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YOU SHOW US:
*Average credit Mot perteci)• Sicad.s iikomc histor
WE SHOW YOU:
•1011% loan, no money down • Flexible, forgoing prognii
.Excellent fised rate - 30 yr

Global Mortgage Link
Gem Pinkert• Darren bottt's • itleillIPA II ii
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite H

1984 Ford F-150 351W
runs good Has new trans
mission. set of extra tires
for mud or snow 130K.
51,000 489-2169
1985 Chevrolet Silvered°,
pickup. LWB, PS. PB, PW,
107.xxx miles. $3.000 7591965 week days
1992 Dodge Dakota,
Magnum 3 9. V6, 5 speed
$3200. OBO 489-2893
77 GMC Tandem axle
truck. no bed, good cond
52.500 489-2477
99 Dodge Ram 1500 Sport
360 Magnum Loaded.
15,xxx miles, $13,k00
OBO Days 762-0320, Afternoons 753-9785
DODGE Pickup, Ext Cab,
360 Eng PS. PB. tilt. automatic,
96,xxx
miles,
S7,500 753-6988

--#
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
510

Usod Trucks

Statevvide
Classif serfs

XE.
Frontier
NISSAN
2001, Awesome Truck, extended truck extended
cab, 5 speed, blue, CD.
30.000 miles, $12,500
OBO. nights 270-753-0672
Elko&ik4srs
[
18 ft Pro craft fishiski, lots
of extras, garage kept
489-2296
1993 Astro Bass Boat. 90
HP merc Garage kept
Must Sell 270-492-8054

as Offered
1-A REMODELING, Home
improvements. Custom tile
work. Interior decorating.
Painting. We Do It All' References Available Call
Tom Vance General Contracting 767-9036 or 9940388
A affordable hauling, junk
clean up. tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-5141
A-1 AFFORDABLE allaround hauling, tree work,
cleaning out sheds, gutter,
junk clean-up 436-2867
A-1 Mower repair, tillers,
4-wheelers, etc. Free pickup. delivery 436-2867

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
.for all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•36 years experience
•Interior & Exterior
.Custom spraying for
lawmpatio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No job too small
•Free estimates
Please call 753-8858
Lawn And Garden Work
Need your lawn or landscaping groomed? How
about your garden tilled
and weeded? Call 7590278 for a free estimate'
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets .furniture
•Emergency water
removal
•Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying
753-5827.
MOVING
Lamb Brothers "
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555

M & T Painting
Now scheduling spring work.
Immediate openings for
interior/exterior painting.
Please call Paulfor
free estimate at
. 1110 ,

270-759-4979

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages, Pole Barns, Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship.
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Electric
•Commercial,
*Residential,
*Remodel
•Free Estimates
Quality don't cost it pays"
Dave Myers 759-2488
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction.
Remodeling. Repairs.
Concrete Work
AGC Certified
435-4272
ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
New Const Home & Mobile Home repair. Termite
& Water Damage. Replacement Windows Vinyl
Siding, Painting. Decks
Call Larry Nimmo
753-9372. 753-0353
AUTO Cleaning Wash.
Wax, interior 'cleaning.
Can pick up & deliver.
Very affordable Satisfaction guaranteed Call Mitch
489-6283
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel
white rock
435-2113
BRANDON'S
Outdoor Services
*Paint •Lawn •Mulch
*Shrubs .Tiling •Bushhog
(270)436-5277
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
-Lawn Maintenance
*Leaf Pick-up,
•Bed mulching
270-753-6772

Mitchell Brothers
Paving Specializing in
*Asphalt paving
•Seal coating
•Striping
*Hauling
759-0501
753-1537.
D G Landscaping
Complete Lawn Service
•1nsured •Free estimates
(270)753-2210
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience_ Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
435-4645
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
MOWERS FOR SALE
PICKUP AND DELIVERY
753-0260
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
YARD TECH
Lawn & Landscape
maintenance
Spring Scheduling
437-4407
210-6268

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•AAA Excellent monthly
income potential-PT-FT.
No selling' No Hassle! No
Risk! Not MLM or mail
order. Fast growing, estabwith
company
lished
unique. exceptional products Investment of $29 00
Money back guaranteed
Or
877-800-5210
www mycatalogbiz corn/131
NEEDS
•EVERYONE
SHOES! Start supplying
them and make money.
We can help! Hundreds of
large to small satisfied cusShoe
D&D
tomers
Company, 1-888-328-1902
HELP WANTED
*AVON Entrepreneur wanted Must be willing to work
whenever you want, be
your own boss, and enjoy
unlimited earnings Let's
talk. 888-942-4053.
•Make S$$$ Delivering
New Cars, Vans and RV's
Locally or Nationwide. 18
yrs or older. Call free 877520-1007 x2022

David's Home Improvement
•Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
•ti istuft braces & floors pists-under-ilouses
for sagging or weak floors.
•Replace or repair water and drain lines.
•Install moisture barriers
1,14-, Do All Ktrids of Remodettele

David Gallimore,
Owner
Will Do Insurance Work

731-247-5422

EN*

Illsr4611:110*Aripliiram
SMITH ROOF REPAIR
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal
_ •

.5pecia1iz_ing in Roof Repairs

•WANT TO CELEBRATE
SPRING? Do it from the
Backhoe,
seat of. a
Trackhoe. or Bulldozer.
Join our Training Program.
Great opportunity! Great
Wages! Call 1-866-432•
8937. .
COMPUTERS

•COMPLETE SATELLITE
SYSTEM .with 2 receivers
installed for less than
$50 00. Call 502-254-0768
or 1-866-398-3474.
•SAWMILL $3895 NEW
SUPER
LUMBERMATE
2000. Larger capacities,
options.
more
Manufacturer of sawmills.
edger's and skidders
Norwood Sawmills. 252
Sonwil Drive. Buffalo, NY
14225
1-800-578-1363.
EXT 300-N.
•SWIMM1NG
POOL
BLOWOUT' A Huge 19' x
31' Pool With Sundeck,
Fence & Filter Only $859
1000.0
Complete'
Installation
Financing!
Arranged' Free Home
Hurry
WAC
Survey'
Homeowners Call Now!
1(800) 852-7946 limited
area
•USED UTILITY POLES
FOR SALE Good condition. $1,850/$1.950 per
Call
load-delivered
Winstead@ 1-800-6476221
MEDICAL
•M-EDICARt" PAIIENTS
INHALERS
USING
Albuterol-AtroventCombovent-Sereventand
Azmacort-Flovent
Others Having Difficulty?
Again
Breathe
Easy
Medicare covered liquid
therapy may be available if
you qualify MED-A-SAVE
1 - 800 - 2 24 - 1 9 1 9
extK Y 1002

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Brick.*All External Cleaning

• Chimney Flushing • Re-Root
• New Construction • Flat Roofs

Order before 11 a.m. &
pick up same day.

"One Shingle or Whole Roof'
Free Estimates - /0 Years Experience

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

*Acid Cleaning Available

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1-8r-909-Q064 • 270-247-8844

Phone (270) 759-4734

David Borders

I

489-2366 or Cell 339-7 16

•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways

-

A-1%
"------- 7-4

P.
S

anth Brother
Moving Co.
1-800-611-6854
1-270-753-2555

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Your Ad Could Be
Here For Only
Wiggins Furniture
$250.00 Per Month!
Bigge,Se'ectioc
R" Sure To Shop --

A Better Price?
Before You Buy!

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

For More Information
Call 753-1916 And
Ask For Tammy Stom
In Classified Department

Open Mon -Fri 9-5 • Sat 9-4
Cash Visa Mastercard also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1955
Guahty Doesn't Carry A High Price

Statewide
Classifieds

THAN
MORE
•NOW
REAL ESTATFJREAL
EVER we need internaESTATE FOR SALE
understanding!
tional
HOLLOW LAKE,
*DALE
monitored
Government
Student KY Lake Log Home 6
International
Exchange Organization Acres-569,900 Beautiful
seeking individuals familiar new log home with/over
with local communities- 1800 sq fl of living space
schools Place and super- on gorgeous 30,000 acre
vise High School foreign lake. Spectacular lake setstudents. Pan-time supple- ting. Paved roads, utilities,
mental income, bonus, water, Exc. Financing. Call
travel opportunities 800- now 866-770-5263 ext.
e-mail: 742.
295-6481
faene@iseusa.com
BARGAIN! 3+
•LAKE
& acres $24,900. FREE
Cutting.
*Setting,
Tobacco. BOAT SLIP. Beautifully
Stripping
spectacular
Duration: May 1, 2002 to wooded,
January 31, 2003. Salary views, deeded access to
of $6.60 to $7.00 per hour. 35,000 acre recreational
in
lake
Workers are guaranteed mountain
75% of the workdays of the Tennessee-near 18 hole
total period of employment. golf course! paved roads,
tools, supplies, utilities, perked. Excellent
Work
equipment and rain gear financing. Call now 1-800will be provided without 704-3154 ext. 281.
cost to worker Housing
RESORTS RENTALS
provided only to those who
MARRIED" SMOKY
•"GET
are not reasonably able to
MOUNTAINS, Areas Most
return the same day to
Chapels,
Beautiful
their place of residence at
Ministers,
Ordained
recruitment
time
of
Complete Arrangements,
Transportation and SubsisHoneymoon/Family
tence expenses to the
Breathtaking
Cabins.
work site will be paid to
Fireplaces.
VieWs,
non-resident workers'upon
Weddings Arrangements
completion of 50% of the
1-800-893-7274, Vacation
job contract. Apply to:
1-800-634-5814
• for Lodging
Department
smokyweddings.com
Services,
Employment
1000 W. Main Street, Ste.
No 5. Georgetown, KY
40324. -

FREE
PALLETS

FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services
WANT to lease air or dark
Reasonable prices
ired tobacco base Cal
Free Estimate Insured
(270)492-8192
Dicke Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Our extensive. organ.zed lost•
Trimming, removal, stump
ongs make it easy to find what
grinding, firewood Insuryour looking for, so you won't
ed 489-2839
have to dig around town to
HAULING
find the thongs you want
Cleaning out garages
270-753-1916
sheds carport atics
MURRAY LEDGER
and storage
& TIMES
753-2555
1001 Whottnell Ave • Murray
Luke Lamb

4

BUILDINGS
*STEEL
sizes.
5.000+
SALE.
$10,007.
40x60x 14 ,
$13.082;
50x75x14,
$17.726,
50x100x16.
60x100x16, $19.653, Ministorage buildings, 40x160,
32 units, $18.127 Free
brochures www sentinelSentinel
buildings.com
Buildings. 800-327-0790,
Extension 79

•NEED A COMPUTER
BUT NO CASH? You're
approved! Financing guaranteed! No cash needed
today Bad credit okay' No
credit check-no credit turndowns' (800) 947-7988
FREE to a good home: wwwpc-credit.com
Pekingese Terrier Pups
FOR SALE
Call 767-9303
•BUY FACTORY DIRECT
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
From
Payments
525./mOnth FREE Color
Catalog. Call Today 1 -800842 - 1 3 1 0
www.np.etstan.corn

753-1916

By Pete

BUILDINGS

FREE to a good home
house cat female 3yrs
old, declawed & spade
Call 762-2035 or 4354377

U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

Your Horne Improvement Headquarters

Statewide
Classifieds
TRUCK DRIVERS HELP
WANTED
'DRIVERS-Have FreightNeed Drivers! $1,500 SignExcellent
Bonus.
On
Benefits. Direct Deposit,
Assigned
Pay,
Tarp
Conventional you drive
home. 800-441-4271 ext.
ET135.
•PAID CDL TRAINING get
paid while training for
major
placement with
trucking company. Earn big
money! Commonwealth
Truck Driving School. Call
toll free: 877-970-4043.
•WANNA BE A TRUCKER?
No CDL No Problem, 2 Wk
Training. $34-$42K Yr. +
Benefits Must be 21 or
older with a Valid drivers
license 800-219-7593.

•ATTENTION DRIVERSNO EXPERIENCE NECTMC
ESSARY'
Transportation needs driv$650 guaranteed
ers
weekly. Potential to earn
$900 per week or more
and still get home on
weekends!' For CDL training call 1-800-206-7364
*ATTENTION' PAID 15DAY CDL Training Driver
Trainees Needed Werner,
TMN, and other hiring
Weekly home time available Up to $900 weekly
plus benefits Call 1-800309-0592
•SCDL TRAININGS '15
Day CDL Training
'Companies
HIRING TODAY'
'Earn up to
$800 per Week
'Tuition Reimbursement
'Benefits Available
•Get $$ While Training' 1800-883-0171KYS
www cd1web corn

Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

Si ate wide

•DRIVER -COVENANT
TRANSPORT Now offering
for
Pay
Diem
Per
Experienced Teams, Solos
0/0Trainers
and
Solos/Teams 83c Call 1888-MORE-PAY (1-888667-3729)
•DR1VER-MOTIVATED
TEAMS NEEDED TO
ON-TIME,
DELIVER
EVERY TIME' Call Panther
It today' Straight Trucks.
Tractor
Vans.
Cargo
no-touch
Trailers 990
freight. www.pantheni.corn
1-800-640-7055.
"Best
'DRIVER-Voted
Carrier to Drive For" in a
recent poll. U S Xpress
offers industry-leading pay,
high weekly miles, great
equipment and excellent
benefits. 800-879-7737.
www usxpress.com

•DRIVER -54.000 Sign-on
Bonus and up to 41 cpm
for OTR company dnvers
Great benefits! CDL-A and
One Year OTR required
800-473-5581 eoe
.DRIVER-CDL TRAINING
.DRIVER-$4,000 Sign-On
learn to run with the "Big
Bonus and up to 41 cpm
Dogs" in 2001 Kenworths
for OTR company drivers
Job placement assistance
and
CDL-A
benefits'
Great
38K to 40K plus benefits
One Year OTR required 1-866-244-3644
800-473-5581 eoe

NEED
'DRIVER-WE
TRUCK DRIVERS! Windy
Hill is now hiring Our drivers average' $41,151.74
per year CDL Training
Available with $0 down.
Call (800) 461-8514.
•DRIVERS: LEASE TO
OWN-CRST Flatbed has
venous tractors avertable.
Freightliners, Peterbilts &
Internationals No money
down. For more information Call 1-888-239-5527

Horoscopes

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, March
8, 2002:
Recognize your limits, especially concerning work. Avoid a power play if you
want to succeed professionally. Listen to
someone who has a strong winner's
instinct Network and make new friends.
Your social life brings- much happiness.
If you're single. you meet people more
easily than ever before. Let your sense of
humor come out more often. Reveal your
inner self. If single, clearly an opportunity will come along where you won't want
to remain footloose and fancy-free.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
**** Pressure builds. Plans change
as a result. Stay even-tempered when
dealing with an associate New beginnings are possible Listen to your intuition with someone you give a lot of
authority to. Be more upbeat about your
potential. Catch up on another's news.
Tonight: A must show.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your mind might be out the
door even if your body is at work. If you
can, schedule meetings and network. You
might not be able to concentrate on
details or paperwork. Aim for what you
want_ Your sense of what works bnngs
success. Tonight: Let your body follow
your mind.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Work with others, but not as a
group Each person has a different set of
concerns Stay even and stable Refuse to
question another's logic Someone who
is very important to you gives you
insight and support Return e-mails and
phone calls Tonight • Balance your
checkbook before you go out
CANCER (June 21 -July 22,
***** Others seek you out They
want to get closer to you Deal with a
business arrangement head-on Let others make the first move Don't push so
hard to have people agree with you
Given time, you will see eye to eye Your
popularity grows because of your easy
style Tonight: Put on your dancing
shoes.
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
**** Problems develop revolving
around a child or loved one You have
pushed. though perhaps not consciously
A child or loved one demonstrates

unusual willpower and fortitude. Go
within. Reach out for another at a distance for advice. Tonight Get a good
night's sleep.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Be your playful self. Don't
worry so much about another's reaction.
Use your imagination and creativity to
make inroads where someone else fails.
Others want to be more agreeable. just
help them a little. Share a joke or a funny
story Laughter heals. Tonight: Play
away.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Build a better relationship with
a friend or a loved one. You need this
close tie in order to flourish. No longer
push so hard to make what you want happen. Allow others to flow. Bring work
home so you can be close to a loved one.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** How you say what you think
has much to do with the manner in which
it is received. Clear out a problem
through a fnendly call Brainstorm and
express your positive, happy nature.
Catch up on news. but also clear your
desk Accept an invitation involving coworkers_ Tonight, Head out the door.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Don't turn yourself inside out trying to make a square peg fit in a round
hole. It isn't going to work, no matter
how hard you try Relax your position,
eyeing a financial offer that could make a
difference. Don't get too bored by an
idea. Think of the implications here
Tonight: Older in
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-lan. 191
***** Your finances demand your
attention, not a situation that involves a
misunderstanding Try not to get stuck in
an irrevocable position Let stubbornness
go and welcome a positive opportunity
Discussions are animated. Tonight Do
what you want
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb l)
* * A friend lets you down, causing a
financial issue when you least expect it
Head for what it is that you want.
Laughter plays a substantial role in your
ability to handle what is going down.
Your instincts serve you well while you
deal with your funds. Tonight: You need
some time off.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Carefully review a decision that
involves a fnendship. 'This person feeds
you the right lines now Check out the
implications if you were to go along with
this person A boss might irritate you
more than usual Play it cool Remember
who's who here

Statewide
Classifieds

NORTH •NO EXPERIENCE NEECi•DRIVERS,
American Van Lines has ED. $34,000 First Yaw
openings in Household Potential! CDL in 15 Days!
Specialized Graduate
Goods,
Employed.
Truckload and Flatbed Hotel,
Transportation,
Fleets. Minimum of 6 Meals, D 0.T. Physical
months o/t/r experience Included. 100% Tuition
required. Tractor pur- Financing
available. Reimbursement. 800-550-chase/lease
Or
800-348-2147, Dept. KYS. 4818
*DRIVERS: Solos up to www.cdttraining.com
36c, Teams up to 480,
Contractors 810 all miles. •NOW HIRING COMPANY
Lease Purchase (zero DRIVERS. Flexible work
down) Burlington 1-800schedule's, time off, great
length or of haul, freight
583-8809.
lanes, benefits and pay!
www joinbmc.corn
Career Work for a family-oriented
'DRIVERS-New
Today! Get your CDL now company. 800-729-9770.
plus 100% financing and •STAY CLOSE TO HOME!
tuition
reimbursement For 1 year experience
available. Potential of make .35c/mile running
$39.500 per year! C.C.0 regional! More experiCall
800-211-3417 enced pays more! Home
www.cdlnow.corn
more weekends, great
•DRIVERS -Owner miles! Heartland Express
Operators Needed. CDL 1 - 8 0 0 - 4 4 1 - 4 9 5 3
w/Hazmat Good MVR 23 www heartlandexpress.corn
Years of Age or Older 1 'TRUCK
DRIVING
Year OTR Experience. Call SCHOOL 'No
Money
Steve Cone at 888-690- Down 'Earn up to $35,000
LANDSTAR your first year '100% Job
1830
RANGER.
Placement
Assistance
Tuition
*LOOK-LEARN -DRIVE! 'Company
CALL
Top _gun Driving Academy Reimbursement.
Wants Student Dnvers 2- TOLL FREE 1=877-270-7
Training' 2902.
CDL
week
Assistance'
Placement
Cell! 1-888-645-8505, 575
Briar Hill Road, Lexington.
Kentucky.
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Program our number in all your family's cell phones for prompt sersoce

660 North 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071
(Behind Cracker Barrel)

le leptum,
270-753-6272
I son 77? n477

Eyecare
Specialists

JOHN W. WILLIAMS, M.D.
Ophthalmologist
Eye Physician
Cataract and Laser Surgeon
Specializing in diagnosis and treatment of eye disease.
Office Hours By Appointment
Mon., Thurs. & Fri.

BETTER BUILT GARAGES,INC.
EXPERIENCE YOU CAN TRUST
Dwain Warren, Owner

15 Years In Business
Perry Warren Manager

(270)674-5530 • Melber. KY
CHECK THESE FEATURES:

not P,e Fab t
A. 4 concrete floor reinforced
I. Self-supporting 2s6
with wire mesh
trustrl rafters 2 ft 00:
Ii 12 tooting
.1 ii Fillywood/0 B
C Polyurethane
K Seal down sniegic.,.
under concrete
L. Overhang covered
O Anchor bolts in
IN Overhead steel
concrete
door
E Treated bottom
N steel serv•c
,
.dein,
elates
,•
• ;
Const- gr.
clrf-1
•-o,
studs
P 200 headers
0.S B
G
0. 4x4 raised curb
undersidmg
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding
We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty
COMPARE OUR QUALITY & VALUF
Doi
Deluxe Models wnarctboard sifting
1 i CAR
$4025
1 1,2 CAR (12)(20)
S4875
2 CAR .18.101
2 CAR 1111x201
ARGF CAR (2211221
'2 CAP 11.11041
N.;
I Aft' IF_
1ARGE 1 ,2 CAR 124.
LARGE 3 CAR onylei
$7275
LARGE 3 CAR (30'30)
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Custom Built - Bu Or Rent To C1‘.
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DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR OR, GOTT: In a recent column, you characterized a 48-year-old
woman with a blood pressure of
150/100 as having "moderate" hypertension. You said it should be below
140/80. Haven't you heard of NAP, the
natural aging process? In the world
outside the United States, where the
profit motive doesn't drive the medical profession, such a blood pressure
is considered normal. For example, in
Canada where I was born, practitioners abide by the rule of thumb that 100
plus your age is an appropriate pressure level. They would say: "Don't
worry about it!" So, let's not forget
NAP.
DEAR READER: 1 am not familiar
with the criteria used by my esteemed
colleagues in Canada, but I can tell
you this: The rule of thumb you mentioned is totally incorrect and is a
throwback to the mid-20th century.
Scientific studies have repeatedly
shown that blood pressures above
140/80, regardless of a person's age,
are dangerous and should be
addressed. While it's true that our
blood pressures tend to rise with age,
100 plus your age is an inappropriate
generalization.
A high blood pressure does not necessarily require medication, however.
In many instances, dietary salt
restriction, weight loss, increased
physical activity and stress reduction
may be enough to lower the blood
pressure. If not, medicine should be
considered. Obviously, each case of
hypertension must be judged on its
own merits. For example, I would not
be overly alarmed if a healthy 85-yearold person had a blood pressure of
150/100; but such a pressure — if cohsistent — in a woman of 48 deserves
treatment, in my opinion.
‘.*

Rita's Neat Repeats
Men, Women & Children's
Consignment Clothes & Accessories
Vintage & 70s Styles Rental
Owner - Rita Wyatt
605.S. 12th St.• Murray
Hrs: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
(270)762-0207
Email: neatrepeats@apex.net

I am sorry to disagree with you, but
I suspect that you may have misunderstood or over-simplified Canadian
physicians' position. Check this out
with your doctor. This is a vital issue
because uncontrolled hypertension,
the "silent killer," is a major health
menace that can lead to serious cardiovascular diseases.
We can attribute many of our woes
to NAP, but hypertension is B different and treatable affliction.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there such a
thing as a floating tailbone? Whenever
I sit for prolonged periods, the bottom
of my spine aches and I have to wiggle
around to experience relief.
DEAR READER: The tailbone (coccyx) does not "float"; it is securely
attached to the lower spinal bones.
However, it can cause chronic pain,
called coccygodynia. The reason for
this is not fully understood, but some
people experience it from repeated,
minor trauma, such as prolonged sitting on hard surfaces. The affliction
usually responds to anti-inflammatory
medication, such as ibuprofen and
others. Some patients require cortisone injections for relief. As a first
step, sit on soft surfaces, use a pillow
when you drive and try the medicine.
If this strategy is ineffective, see a
neurologist or an orthopedic specialist.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it safe for a
woman to buy dbathing suit at a yard
sale without worrying about some
kind of infection?
DEAR READER: It's perfectly safe
to buy a used bathing suit, but I would
certainly wash the garment thoroughly before wearing it. Unwashed, second-hand clothing — especially
underwear and similar items — may
harbor critters, such as mites and lice
that can be spread by direct contact.
A NOTE TO READERS: For updated and revised Health Reports on
"Erectile Dysfunction" and "Coronary
Artery Disease," send $2 for each
report to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,
Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure to
mention the title(s) of the Health
Report(s). Also, be on the lookout for
more updated Health Reports.

11=Pirk.I
WHY DID
( YOU our
YOUR LAST
JOB•7

I WAS
BORED

DEAR TRAPPED: Don't feel
guilty — just be honest. His age
does matter to you. Level with
him before he further disrupts
his life to be with you. He may
not take it well, but it's better
than his giving up a job and
relocating, only to be disappointed later.
*5*

DEAR ABBY: I finally figured
out why women live an average
seven years longer than men. They
don't have wives.
DIVORCED IN DENVER

*5*

DEAR ABBY: I am a 25-year-old
woman who is dating a 47-year-old
man I'll call Roy. My problem is I
don't know how to break it to him
that I am no longer interested. It
seems to me our relationship is
based solely on sex.
Roy tells me all the time how
much he loves me, but I think it's
the sex he loves. From my perspective, we really don't have anything
in common.
He is currently separated from
his wife and has a 16-year-old
daughter who doesn't know about
me. Roy lives in another state, but
we see each other often.

C:)M

L

CONTRACT BRIDGE

First-Class Detective Work
To meet this challenge — and
before leading any diamonds at all
— you should try to learn everything you possibly can about how
the opposingcards are divided.You
start bycashingthe A-K-Q ofhearts.
As it happens, East shows out on
the third round, so you now know
that West started with five hearts
and East with two.
Next you cash the A-K-Q of
clubs, choosing that suit because
you have more clubs than spades.
This move also proves enlightening, because you learn that West
started with five clubs and East
with two.
Hot on the scent, you next play
three rounds of spades. This, too,
turns out to be highly beneficial
when you learn that West began
with precisely two spades — which
means that he must have started
with exactly one diamond.
The reward for your super detective work is that the grand slam
is now ice-cold. So you cash
dummy's ace ofdiamonds and then
lead a diamond to the jack with a
100 percent assurance that the
finesse will succeed.
Ofcourse, you might regard all
the requisite preliminary moves as
complicated and laborious,but how
often do you get a chance to bring
home a grand slam worth 2,420
points?

North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
4K6
A 52
•A 9 8 7 3
+Q 10 5
WEST
EAST
•8 3
46J 10 7542
V 76
•J 10 9 8 4
•5
• Q 10 2
+97632
+84

SOUTH
4 A Q9
KQ3
•K J 64
atbAKJ
The bidding.
North
East
South
West
1•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
51
Pass
5 NT
Pass
6•
Pass
7 NT
Opening lead —jack of hearts.
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I ATE CABBAGE SOUP)
FOR THREE WEEKS!

( SET IT OUT OF HE.RE!
FU M(GATE!
EVACUATE!
I ATE IT FOR FOUR!!
AERATE ..
BLEAK!.
r &FAH!
THE SMELL OF
CABBAGE SOUP
MAKES ME SICK!!

NO WOMAN 15 AN
(5L4ND, UNLESS SHE'S
OM THE
CABBAGE 500P DIET.
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1„,e-t-14

Let's say you're in seven
notrump and West leads a heart.
When dummy appears, you can
count nine tricks in spades,hearts
and clubs, so you need four diamond tricks to land the grand
slam.
There are several ways to
tackle the diamonds successfully
— all depending on how they're
divided—but yourjob istofind the
best way, assuming you see only
26 cards.

Tomorrow: Bidding 'WIZ.
02002 King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Ten years ago
David Crouch, sixth grader at
Murray Middle School, won the
MMS Spelling Bee. Others placing
were Stephanie Hill, second, Ann
Pickens. third, Sara Grace Strickland. tourth, and Karen Caldwell,
fifth.
In Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament, Marshall
County Marshals and Lady Marshals won over Calloway County
Lakers and Lady Lakers. High scorers were Darren Boatwright and
Jennifer Burkeen for Marshall, and
Craig Carraway and Renea Hornbuckle for Calloway.
Births reported include a girl to
Robert and Sherri Urban, March I.
Twenty years ago
The Kentucky Hospital Association and six hospital groups are
seeking an injunction against the recently implemented daily Medicaid
payment limitations to hospitals, according to Stuart Poston, administrator of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and KHA board member.
Murray State University Racers
lost 56 to 54 in overtime to Middle
Tennessee in a post season playoff
at Western University. This eliminates the Racers in the Ohio Valley
Conference Basketball Tournament.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Ross, Feb. 19;
a 'boy_to Mr. and Mrs. Gary_ .W.._
Jackson, Feb. 22
Thirty years ago,
Murray Tigers won over Calloway Lakers for the championship of
the Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament played before 4.000 fans in the Murray State

Last week be told me that when
his divorce is final, he wants to
marry me. I was OK with it until I
did some serious thinking. Roy
asked me if I had a problem with
his age, and I said no — although
the fact that he's old enough to be
my father does bother me.
I don't know what to do, Abby. If
I break it off with him, he's not
going to take it well — I just know
it. But if I let our relationship continue, I'll feel like I'm leading him
on. He's talking about relocating to
be with me. How should I handle
this mess?
TRAPPED IN NEW ORLEANS

***

!f)°

I SMELL CABBAGE SOUP
IN THE MICROUJAVE!!
SOMEONE STARTED THE
CABBAGE SOUP DIET TODA4!

LOOKING BACK

DEAR BIG SISTER SUE:
DEAR DIVORCED: Not so
What I think about the propriety of this forthcoming union is fast! It could also be because
they don't have husbands.
immaterial.
What I am having trouble
*5*
-.
understanding is why Mel,
Pauline Phillips and her daughter
whose marriage to Charlotte
Phillips share the pseudonym
ended because she cheated on Jeanne
Abigail Van Buren. Write Dear Abby at
him, would want to marry www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
another woman who cheated on Los Angeles, CA 90089.
her husband.

TNERE WAS NO RESPONSIBILITY AND
NO CHALLENGE.. ALL I EVER DID
-WAS SIT AT MY DESK AND
STARE INTO SPACE

t
t
i

1rrik

DEAR ABBY: I would like your
opinion about a family situation:
One of my sisters is marrying my
other sister's ex-husband.
My younger sister, "Charlotte,"
and her husband, "Mel," were
divorced because she was unfaithful. My other sister, "Kara," split
from her husband because they
cheated on each other. Charlotte
has three boys and Kara has two
girls.
Mel and Kara were both hurting,
so they began to console each other.
Well, one thing led to another. They
have been living together for some
time. This has devastated Charlotte. She and Kara used to be close.
They no longer speak.
Kara has announced that she
and Mel are being married in a
formal wedding. Kara has asked
our brother to walk her down the
aisle, but he has reservations about
the wisdom of her decision. He feels
his sister has crossed the line.
The wedding is set for June.
Charlotte refuses to allow her sons
to take part in the ceremony. She
plans to take them to Florida that
week.
Abby, do you think it is wrong
for Kara to marry Charlotte's exhusband?
BIG SISTER SUE

terr.171+-.
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CROSSWORDS

jAuversity Fieldhouse. High scorers
were Tyrone McCuiston and Porter
McCuiston for Murray and James
Wells for Calloway.
Allan Beane, senior from Murray, and Debbie Hicks, junior from
Hazelcrest, Ill., at Murray State
University are newly elected officers of Kentucky Federation of Student Council for Exceptional Children.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Knight,
March 5.
Forty years ago
Pvt. Shellie Crass and Pvt. James
D. Cochran, both of Murray, are
serving with Company C 398th
Regiment at Fort Chaffee,'Ark.
The Rev. W.E. Mischke, minister of First Methodist Church, spoke
about his recent trip to the Near
East and the Holy Land at a meeting
of the Murray Lions Club held at
Murray Woman's Club house.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wesley Waldrop Jr., March 7.
Fifty years ago
In Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament played at
Murray State College Carr Health
building, Murray Tigers won over
Benton Indians and Brewers Redmen over Kirksey Eagles. High
team scorers were Don Fuqua for
- Murray, Combs for Benton, Woods
for Brewers and Cunningham for
Kirksey.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Carroll,
March 2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Russell, March 3.

I TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 7, the
66th day of 2002. There are 299
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 7, 1876, Alexander
Graham Bell received a patent for
his telephone.
On this date:
In 1926, the first successful
transatlantic radio-telephone conversation took place, between New
York and London. .
In 1936, Adolf Hitler ordered
his troops to march into the Rhineland, thereby breaking the Treaty of
Versailles and the Locarno,Pact.
In 1945, during World War II,
U.S. forces crossed the Rhine River
at Remagen, Germany, using the
damaged but still usable Ludendorff Bridge.
In 1965, a march by civil rights
demonstrators was broken up in
Selma, Ala., by state troopers and a
sheriff's posse.
In 1975, the Senate revised its
filibuster rule, allowing 60 senators
to limit debate in most cases, instead of the previously required
two-thirds of senators present. •
In 1981, anti-government guerrillas in Colombia executed kidnapped American Bible translator
Chester Allen Bitterman, whom
they accused of being a CIA agent.
In 1994, the Supreme Court
ruled that parodies that poke fun at
an original work can be considered
"fair use" that doesn't require permission from the copyright holder.
One year ago: Arid l Sharon was
sworn in as Israel's prime minister.
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Look back,she OnCe mmarked,
those years in Riris were to "Those years in Paris were among where she spent some of the
finest years of her life.
amer)g the finest of her life. the finest of.my life." That was
what she said when she looked
back upon those years in Paris
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House wants earlier
mourning dove hunt
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
House adopted a resolution
Wednesday urging the Bush admin
istration to renegotiate an intern.,
tional treaty on migratory birds I,
open the hunting season for mourn
ing doves a week earlier.
The resolution, approved on a
voice vote, directs the U.S. Fish &
Wildlife Service to renegotiate the
1916 Migratory Bird Treaty to allow
hunters in 35 northern states to shoot
the doves during the last week of
August.
Under the treaty, the hunting season for mourning doves now opens_
Sept. I. Hunters in northern states
say the birds already have migrated
south by then for the winter and that
opening the hunting season a week
earlier would not endanger the
species.
"All hunters should have an equitable chance to harvest this tasty but
apparently thin-skinned little bird,"
said Rep. Jitmes Hansen, R-Utah.
"This is a commonsense solution to
a problem that has frustrated northern hunters for years."
Thirty-five states — Nevada,
Utah. Colorado, California, Kansas,

Got That
Bogged
Down
Feelin'

On the Net
Fist) &
littp www tws q,t
House Resources Committee
1111111 ii".011100.4-011 ft 1V

Missouri, Kentucky, Virginia and all
those to the north — would be
affected by the change.
The Fish & Wildlife Service has
taken no official position on the resolution. Bob Blohm of the agency's
division of migratory bird managementsaid it still needs tu_study how
expanding the hunting season would
affect the mourning dove population.
About 40 million of the 400 million mourning doves — which get
their name from their mournful cooing — in the United States are shot
each year, making it one of the most
commonly hunted species. Blohm
said. He said the species' population
has been declining since the 1960s.
Other treaty members are
Canada, Mexico, Japan and Russia.
Amending it "isn't any small feat, to
say the least," Blohm said.

ERIC WALKER/Ledger &
Times photos

STUCK IN A RUT ... South
16th Street was blocked off
for a period of time Wednesday afternoon as workers
were busy getting a house
moving semi unstuck. The
semi, carrying part of a
home, was bogged down
in moist ground in a lot
while avoiding a fire hydrant
at the corner of Story
Avenue and 16th. Crews
worked to jack up the low
end of the truck's bed and
put wooden planks under
the tires for traction.
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2001 PONTIAC GRAND

.1999 REGAL GRANS SPORT
as S14,900 - NOW $13,900

$289 per...

'1999 OLDS 88 50TH ANNIV.
Was $13,900 NOW

1998 CHEVY S-10 PICKUP

,

w'
LOW
PAYMENTS
$0 DOWN
1996 BUICK CENTURY

$13,900

$105 per „„„nth

1996 FORD THUNDERBIRD
New Trade In - ONLY

$6,900

New Trade In - ONLY $93900

New Trade In -ONLY

]NISSAN ALTIMA

$7 900

2000 MERCURY MYSTIC
$189,e,

1991 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE

$9,900

1998 NISSAN QUEST GXE
Vos$iZ9ç - NOW .$1

2000 PONTIAC SUNFME

Was S14,900 - NOW

1996 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREMO

as $10,900 - NOW

ONLY

Janice Asbridge

Ih

$1,900

1994 PONTIAC TRANSPORT

1994 PONTIAC GRAND AM

a
In - ONLY Bi

Si 29per month

2001 Models 72 Mo @8.99%; 2900 models 66 Mo.08.99%; 1999 Models 66 Mo.08.99%; 1998 M. nO Mo.@ 9.49 .
1996 Models 54 Mo. @9.99%; 1994 Models 48 Mo. 11.99%. Payments good w /approved credit plus tax, title & license.

per month

llrIpp Purdom

$12,900

1997 BUICK PARK AVENUE

1999 CHEVROLET S-10 TRUCK

kr

$20"7 per...

$199

...THE MOST UNIQUE MEN'S STORE
CHESTNUT ST. • MURRAY, KY

1111111111110

UMW

11111111111111

Locally owned
with friendly
hometown
customer
service.

IRANIANIII"MILD

04ctsrrx

Mike Alien

Patricia Jimes

Mm Sutter

MARCH MADNESS IS HERE!!!!

**FREE**

BRANDON AUTO WORLD

Has Your "Service Engine Soon" Light
Been Coming On?

Hurry In Today For A FREF
Computer Diagnoses On
Any GM Vehicle.

Eric

Trent

10% DISCOUNT
ON ANY RETAIL PURCHASE
EXPIRES 03/31/2002

CONTACT:
JIMMY JONES
@ 753-6637 OR
1-800-455-5315

Offer is for diagnoses only. Fxpires 111115/2002

Mark

*DISCOUNT*
FOR ALL WHOLESALE
ACCOUNTS
INCLUDING BODY SHOPS

Jimmy

Bill

Bobbye

Bob

WE WILL BEAT
THE PRICE YOU
ARE PAYING
NOW & GIVE
YOU THE
SERVICE YOU
DESERVE.

Dwayne

ok,

